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The Value of a Jam Sandwich: a piece of curriciiliim research
by Simon Gillman
This article looks at the educational benefits of practical projects
in Class Three and demonstrates how practice-based research can
meet both academic standards as well as shedding light on practical
teaching issues.

Clowning and the Heart of Teaching: exploring the Self that
Teaches by Catherine Bryden
An article about the way in which clowning can school abilities we
need as teachers not to make clowns of ourselves but to create out
of the moment in a meaningful way.

The Frayed Edges of Imagination by Robert McNeer.
This article thoughtfully explores the process of creativity that lies
at the heart of teaching. His theme uses literature and poetry as a
medium but tries to spin the thread that leads to creativity.

A Few Thoughts on Lesson Preparation by Martyn Rawson
In this extract from the forthcoming book on quality development
and lesson planning, we look at some of the principles of what goes
into the planning and reviewing of lessons.
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Martyn Rawson Alliterative Verset working with
alliterative verse, resource material for Class Teachers and
Eurythmists by Ernst Betts

Maria Barguirdjian reviews Ninetta Somhert by Volker Harlan

Susanne Fuller reviews A Child is Born: a natural guide to
pregnancy, birth and early childhood by Dr. Wilhelm zur Linden
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R
udolfStcincroncc said lhat ihcrc are several
effective ways to educate. I paraphrase; wc
.can appeal to ambition in the pupils (if you

go down this path we have carefully laid for you,
you w'lU succeed in tiie race); we can appeal to fear
(if you don't go down this jiath wc have so carefully
thought out and planned for you, you might fail and
get left behind in the race, and don't forget there
can only be so many winners and hisloiv has little
interest in losers). We can also educate through
love. It is not hard to guess which of the three
possible paths .Steiner recommended. Educate
through love? What on earth (or even heaven)
could that mean in curriculum terms, in terms of
educational aims and outcomes?

Love is a curiously indefinable quality. We
knoiv it when we feel it. Wc know it when we
can't c.xperience it. Wc assume it in many life
circumstances because it seems the natural basis
for parenting and partnership. But what does
love mean in education, in the workplace we call
school? Personal, intimate love gives us a few
clues, though we have to translate them out of the
realm of intimacy. True love, as wc know, is without
condi t ions. I ts uncondi t ional character reveals
itself when people wc love disappoint us and let us
and themselves down. Wc don't stop loving them,
though wc can get very cross with them. Parents
and lo\"ers kiunv Just how cross they can get with
the ones they love. I( they didn't Io\-e them so
much it wouldn't matter so much. We love them
for what and who they arc; we love their higher,
belter selves, we know there is more to tiiem
than they reveal. Many tragedies lie precisely in
the knowledge that wc, they could do belter but
somehow can't. Translated into educational terms,
it means we offer each child our unconditional,
though not uncritical, support because we believe
in the child's higher being, in that part of him oi
lier that has not yet become accessible, has not yet
engaged and taken hold of his or her destiny.

This kind of unconditional acceptance requires
deep, open-hearted interest, and what Mary jane-
Drummond called far-seeing, rich interest. Thi.s
kind of seeing is not simple or easy to achieve. It
requires a trained eye and considerable experience
in reading the complex s\inptoms. It means looking
bevond I he surface and always asking what comes
to expre.s.sion in this or that manifestation. We look
at how a child walks, holds her crayon, breathes,
laughs, does mental arithmetic, chooses and spiniks
her words, how she listens, how she gives and takes.

This kind of looking is qualitatively different from
diagnosis in the usual sense when we ask, what's
the matter and what can wc do to help you? There's
nothing wrong with asking that but the question
carries the danger of only revealing the answers we
know about or expect. And one thing is certain, it is
always more complex than wc know. The question
really is: what arc you trying to tell u.s?

One of the things implicit in the approach Steiner
called love, is the assumption that the child brings
with him or her intentions, deep unconscious
inclinations, that they will spend the rest of their
lives exploring how to fulfil. These intentions come
to expression (in riddle form) in all the answers to
the questions along the lines of: how does he or she
do that? In the how, the why is revealed. The best
we can do is help the child find the experiences
and the challenges he or she ticeds to develop the
abilities and competencies needed to develop and
grow (or learn as we put in the school context).

The other thing about love i.s that while it ma\
be unconditional it is far from detached and
objective. Love implies involvement, engagement,
commitment. We arc ourselves involved with
anyone we lo\e. We are changed through our hwe
for them. In lo\ ing we crcLite a space in oursi'lves
for the other to re\'eal lhemse!\'es, in which ihes'
can de\'elop. As teachers (it's also ti'ue of parents
but in psychologically dilTereni ways) we create
a space (not simply in school) hut in onr lives, in
which the cliild can be and become. It doing so we
become changed. I Lnv we can do this without losing
ourselves, or bur ning out in the process, would take
more space Itr explain than i.s available here. Som.-
answers are ohii(|uely highlighted in tlie articles
in this mnnber. I'lie pi-oicss is an Easier one and
involves sacriliee, transformation arrd r-ebirth.
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Two views of Class Three waiting to
take the bread out of the oven

2 Siciiii i- IvHucation

T h e Va l u e o f a
J a m S a n d w i c h

C u r r i c u l u m R e s e a r c h
S i m o n G i i l m a n

Editorial comment: Simon Gi/lman canicd out this piece ifImclice-based reseawh as pail ofa Masters degive. which he completed during
a sabbaticalyear [mm Michael Hal! School. \ \e print here the introduction and conclusion to his dissertation.

It is a fine morning early in October and theClass Tiiree (nine year olds) are very busy.
In the classroom there are children clearing

up the mixing bowls and I he boards, and there
are rolls rising in the sunshine on the windowsill.
These are no ordinary bread rolls; the children
have spent several months getting to this point,
and their anticipation is high. The wheal has been
grô vn on a small î Iot oriand by the pi-evious Class
Three an area lOnr perhaps. The children have
had to gather ihe grain and dry it in the classroom;
thev have had to thresh the wheat, sometimes
painstakingly by hand, sometimes by beatingthe sheavt̂  with sticks. The grain has had to be
winnowed to get the chalT out. by blowing with
the mouth, by throwing it in the air on a windy
day, even using a hairdiyer! The gi-ain has been
sieved and sieved to get the dust out, and ground
twice, using hand mills, and then sieved again.
The- coarse l)rown Hour gradualh- became \shiter

and finer. There is not too much Hour, as the cold
wet spell back in Jidy slowed the dcvelojDment of
the ears, but there is enough and, as one child
remarked, the ̂ \'heat at the local organic iarm was
not much better. The mixing and kneading was
surprisingly dil'ficult, only three or four children
had ever done it before, and several asked if this
sticky mess really will become bread! The rolls
ucie finally lormed and all were dillerent; some a
bit cold and hard, some warm and supple, but all
will be eaten in the communal lunch. At last the
bread is nearly ready!

Ihe children have been busy outdoors loo. The
plot of land has had to be roughU dug to break
the stubble and remove the weeds, for soon the
ehildren themselves will be pulling a horse plough
and harrow through the soil to prepare to sow a
winter cover crop of lares. Is the horse at ihe farm
really stronger than 2h ehildren? The manure
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from the nearby stable, along ^vith various bits
of kitchen and garden waste, has been made
into a dragon shaped compost heap, \\here on a
cold morning the children can take out the straw
stuffed in his nose and see the steam pouring
out. What a strange and maiwellous thing! It was
well worth the hard work of making the heap and
mixing up soil and straw to make the dragon's
head. Later in the year the children will have to
dig the tares in, spread the compost, again make
a seed bed and sow wheat in the plot where the
potatoes grew last year, so that the next Class
Three will be able to make bread, too.

Back in our classroom, there are other children
putting cream in pots to make the butter whilst
t h e b r e a d r o l l s r i s e . T h e c r e a m h a s b e e n o u t o f
the fridge for a day or so and already looks a
little buttciT. Lots of vigorous shaking will be
necessan- soon, then washing the butter when it
has come, before sailing it and forming It into
a pal. A celebrators" glass of buttermilk is also
there to be had. There are also a few pupils with
another teacher at the clay oven outside. The
oven, made from local willow, clay, straw and
sand by an older class, is currently full of flame.
The pupils lit it first thing in the morning and
now they have to be really careful as it is getting
very hot. Fortunately, the wood the children
collected from the hedgerows was good and dry
and had been well stored under cover, awaiting
this moment. There are nice long thin pieces that

burn quickly with lots of flame, and can be pushed
into the oven without getting too close! There is
one thickish, sizzly bit in the oven, and a child
comments that it is not burning properly and
somebody had obviously not understood properly
about collecting dead wood.

Finally the children can leave the teacher to
guard the oven while the flames die down, and go
to see how the butler has come, check that the
rolls arc rising and sec that the pots of hedgerow
blackberry jam they have made at the beginning
of term are ready on the teacher's table. There is
time for a quiet spell while the teacher continues
the story they are having about life on the farm.
Amazingly, the family in the story are making
bread and butter too! After this the trays of rolls
need to be carefully wrapped from the cold and
taken down by the whole class to the oven. The fire
has now gone out, some children are despondent;
how will the bread cook if there is no fire? The
teacher has pushed the final ashes out into the
ash box, using a long metal rake, and is sweeping
the rest with a wire brush. Why doesn't he use an
ordinary brush for sweeping asks a pupil? Now
the teacher is putting some flour into the oven;
it burns straight away! The bread will burn, call
several children, but the teacher is counting.
After thirty seconds he tries again, this lime the
flour just browns rapidly and smokes. "Count
thirty!" says the teacher cheerfully, and after
a noisy chant the flour test is done again. This
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time the flour docs not smoke but browns gently.
"Ready!" The rolls are quickly inserted into the
oven, the door closed and a big plug of clay put
in the chimney to block it up. The pupils are now
able to come in small groups to feel how warm the
clay of the oven is - il will still be warm at the end
of .school. Several children understand now that
the clay retains the heat and that was why the
fire had to go out. The teacher is now squirting
water into the oven through a little hole, again
without explaining what he is up to. The children
are puzzled, and some have a turn at doing it.
In the classroom next day, recalling the events,
many have understood that it was to create steam
so that the bread did not get too hard. Delicious
smells arc emerging from the oven already; lime
to have a quick look. The door is opened briefly,
everyone peers in. A couple more minutes and
out come the rolls, and the children go off for
playtime. At lunch their very own jam sandwiches
will be ready for consumption.

W h a t i s t h e e d u c a t i o n a l v a l u e o f s u c h a n

experience? What docs it contribute to the
general process of learning in a big class? Is
the commitment of an average of three lessons
per week out of 24 justified? Two teachers are
needed to manage the children safely, and a lot
of preparation is involved in the team-teaching.
Is this good value for money? Would the school
not be using its scarce resources better by buying
new readers or installing the latest educational

software? This study attempts to assess the
learning outcomes of this programme of practical,
experiential learning and to answer the questions
above. It does so through many observations of
lessons, how the teacher uses the experiences
i n t h e c l a s s r o o m a n d w h a t t h e c h i l d r e n w r i t e
and draw about it. It has a particular context in
that the lessons took place in an English Rudolf
.Steincr school, where the curriculum and the
understanding of child development strongly
encourages the generation of such experiences
for this age group.

P r o fi l e o f t h e C l a s s e s

From my experience, I would say that both
c lasses , when I me t them a t the s ta r t o f the
school year, were "good" ones in the sense that
the classes had acquired a sense of their identity
as learners, were clear what was expected of
them in terms of behaviour and boundaries, and
were developmentally in the right space for these
lessons. The principle of authority, discussed
earlier, was well and healthily established. This is
not to say that they were easy classes; both had a
wide range of academic and social abilities, and
their share of difficult characters and new pupils.
So the outdoor lessons at the start of the year,
gathering blackberries and collecting apples,
which gave the children a high degree of freedom,
w e r e s t r u c t u r e d t o a l l o w t h e t e a c h e r s t o e s t a b l i s h
new guidelines for outdoor activities. Speeilic
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up; "the only subject that no-one
ever complained about", as a class
t e a c h e r s a i d . T h e t e a c h e r s i n f a c t
could not identify any pupils who
regularly performed or behaved
poorly, though some were more
interested in the subject matter
than others. A telling feature is the
absence of any serious disciplinar)'
action, such as exclusion from the
lesson which, given the number
of chi ldren involved, the t ime
c o m m i t m e n t a n d t h e o r d e r n e e d e d
to work safely outdoors, is a strong
testimony.

aims included: walking purposefully together as
a group; appropriate behaviour; a much quicker
gathering of the pupils around the teacher when
the request came; closing of gates and respect
for fences. This allowed us to mark .clearly the
difference between the more dreamy nature walks
of Class Tvo and the working life of the farmer
in Class Three, and the teachers' expectations.
It also allowed us to assess the pupils' listening
skills outdoors (no easy thing), and how long they
were able to focus on the specific activity, which
guided the planning of lessons to follow. Over
the years, I have seen considerable differences
between classes on these issues. It also allowed
the new teacher (myself) to get to know the
children, their self-chosen social groupings and
focus on individuals needing particular help or
super\ision. It further allowed the children to find
each other again after the summer holidays and
for newcomers to find their place gently.

My judgement was that the classes very rapidly-
settled into purposeful w^orking units, the
boundaries were understood and accepted, and
that together these gave the children confidence
in the authority of the teachers. The enjoyable
nature of the activities, and the blessing of good
September weather, enabled the establishment of
this basis to happen with a sense of freedom and
fun, also very important in gelling the outdoor
less(jns into the right mood and context.

Aclear overall impression was the good motivation
and pariiripat ion ol the j)ujnls throughout. The
research diary records a week by week picture of
enthusiasm and engagement, echoed in interviews
with the class Ieacher.s, comments from the regular
parent helpers and the recorded participation in
the rerali. This extended even to lessons that look
place in poor weather conditions, and there were
no recorded grumbles when activities were coming

b .Sieiner Educat ion
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The general conclusion is that the experiential
work made a significant and valuable contribution
to the delivery of the Class Three curriculum.
The learning of the pupils progressed well and
evidence has been presented which suggests that
the practical activities have helped to appeal to a
greater range of learning styles. The overall picture
is supported from all sides. The class teachers
both expressed this view, and the parents who
responded to the questionnaire were unanimous in
their satisfaction with the amount of time devoted
to the practical activities, perhaps an especially
significant feature, given the reduced time for
book work and the current fear about children
"falling behind". The obscr\'ations gathered from
the range of techniques employed clearly indicate
the engagement and enjoyment of the pupils,
which was reflected in the mood and quality of the
classroom work. In view of the resources invested
in the programme, this is a reassuring outcome!

From my own teaching experience, however, I am
aware of the differences between classes and their
teachers, and that a dilferent case study may have
yielded a more complicated picture. I therefore
need to .stress the importance of the readiness
oi the classes for this approach, the support and
enthusiasm of the class teachers, and the healthy
relationship they enjoyed with tlicir pupils. On the
other hand, this was not an unusual year either,
and the general conclusions staled above would,
I suspect, have applied to most other classes who
have passed through this programme.

An immediate avenue for research is suggested
by the outcomes of the teamworking clement.
Teachers, parents and pupils all reflected very
positively on this aspect of the programme, and its
significance for modern working practices gives it

a particular emphasis. Although
the development of social
competences is inherent in the
Steiner Waldorf system, there is no
specific set of criteria for assessing
progress in this field. The naming
of age-appropriate competencies,
building on the developmental
profile that is in the Educational
Tasks and Content of the Steiner
Waldorf School (Rawson & Richter
cds, 2000), and testing its validity,
could lead to improvements in
this area of school life. This could
find a natural space for discussion
in the Teachers' Meetings as an
action research topic.

Several parents expressed the view that it was a
pity thai there was not more practical, experiential
\vork in Classes One and Two (or c\-cn higher up
the school). It must be stressed that the classroom-
bascd work throughout the Lower School includes a
great deal ol"movement, acti\-ily and what could be
described as learning through doing. The presence
of handwork on the curriculum all through the
L o w e r S c h o o l a l s o s h o w s t h e c o m m i t m e n t t o
nimble fingers and a\\akcned minds. However,
the appeal of the programme examined in this
study to such a varied range of children suggests
that there may be grounds for some expansion of
it. This could be an occasional outdoor activity in
the context of a Main Lcs.son, which would not
threaten to overload the timetable. Perhaps it
could involve finding a .supporting teacher who
could undertake to work regularly for a short
lime with a small group of pupils, whom the
class teacher feels would especially btuicfit from
this approach. This could fit into the context of
individual education programmes, and my guess
would be that this would be of particular benefit
to boys; this, again, would be an interesting area to
deepen understanding through research. Adopting
these ideas would build a stronger bridge to Class
Six and beyond, where woodwork, gardening and
crafts start as subjects in their own right.

Many issues that arise have this distinctly long-
term lime frame, which has been referred to above.
Possibly the only way to deal with such a complex
situation would be a long-term comparative stndv
ol i)upils passing through a Steiner school with
those passing through a state school. With wide-
ranging assessment metiiods this could shed some
light on the subject. This is indeed perhaps not
so lar away, as current Sieiner Waldorf Schools
I'fllow.ship negotiations with the govcrmneni lor

state funding have thrown up just this research
question, should public monies be made available
(see 5rr5jFNewsletter, Autumn 2003).

The question of the contribution of a rich, varied
and age-appropriate experiential basis to all
learning processes has been repeatedly touched
on, and is fundamental. It can be seen from this
study that even in the short term this approach
opens up widely differentiated opportunities for
a varied range of learning styles and intelligences.
Over time, as experiences become connected
to others and the feelings engendered by the
experiences effect the individuars readiness for
and understanding of others, it iDccomes ever more
difficult to assess; it becomes part of the basis
for meaning and action in the individual'.s life.
The modern analytical approach to educational
research is, in the end, put in a dilemma by
the challenge of holistic assessment and the
reinstatement of the role of the Icaciier in this. In
the unique individuality of each child the functions
of thinking and feeling, sensing and inluilion.
imagining and remembering, action and reflection
are so inter-related that we may miss seeing the
person altogether if we start reducing them to
clisconneeled chunks of analysis, however accurate
each indhidual tool may be. To me it seems that
eduealiou in our lime has arrived at just this ja)ini.
This is not to argue against a rigorous methocloiogv.
IdiU to agree with Wilson when he suggests

{sjclj generated nuweinenl is the fninda/ion of thought
and willed actioiu the underlying mechanisms hy which
the f)hysical and psychological co-ordinates of the <ell
come into being. (Wilson. 199H. iy291)

An education lor file rec[uires m-w tools lor
holislie and non-judgemental assessment and
a commitment to learning Irom real life. This
small stiicK has aiiempied to cNaluatJ' just such
a p r o c e s s .
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Clowning and the Hear t
o f Teach ing
E x p l o r i n g t h e S e l f t h a t Te a c h e s
Ca the r i ne B ryden
In this article, Catherine Bryden, who works as a language teacher at a Rudolf Steiner school in
Germany, looks at the links between Clowning and the art of teaching. She describes how clowning has
enabled her to accept and live with the responsibilities of being a teacher, to find lightness, to embrace
conflict and to build a balance between her inner and outer world.

The overall objective of language leaching in a Waldoif
school is to give pupils individual experience of the
reality of language in the psychological sense intended
by Steiner. This means that the essence is neither
conceptual, nor literary, nor utilitarian, but sensoy.f.
Kiersch goes on to explain that while language students
are generating a rich store of inner experience, they are at
the same time "learning to identify with the perceptions
and feelings of others''. Thus, ideally speaking. Waldorf
language leaching is a schooling of empathy. It is
education for peace which 'raises consciousness' not
through discussion or the spreading of information, but
through improving the faculty of perception.

Johannes Kicrsch (Language Teaching in
.Steiner Waldorf .Schools, p. 22)

Can you refrain from moving until the right action
ari.<ies?

' l a o

The teacher is within.
.Soyou have to learn to be still.
You have to live, your life
So that you are listening within
\o matter what you are doing.

Bar lholomtnv

lie must continue to open in the face of tremendous
opposition. So one is encouraging us to open and still we
miat peel away the layers if the heart.

Clhoĵ 'am Ti unĵ pa

In The Courage to Teach Parker J. Palmer .siuires hisin.s|)jring vision ofteaehers who refuse lo harden
Uieir hearls because ihey love learners, leaniitig.

and the K'aehins life. He speaks of I he itn|)orlanee
of exploring llie inner landscape of a teacher's life
through relleciion, diseussion and brainstorming
and I'xjjiains how this is df)ne through the creation
of comtniinii) where complex Iniihs can be
(jbseived and investigated, where the inner lile of

teachers is supported to grow and change. He states
that good teachers have one trait in common: "they
are truly present in the classroom, deeply engaged with their
.students and their .subject". Above all, good teachers "are
able to weave a complex web of connections among themselves,
their subjecl.s, and their students, so that students can learn
to weave a world for themselves. The connections made by
good teachers are held not in their methods but in their hearts
- the place where intellect and emotion and spirit and will
converge in the human .self.

I am presently working as a language teacher at
a Rudolf Steiner school in Germany. I have been
involved in leaching in many forms, both informal
and formal. VViien tcacliing, as in my day-to-day
liic, my intention is lo slay connected lo myself,
rooted in t ruth, and in contact wi th others as

completely as possilDle. My dream is lo work wilh
others wilh a soft, open heart, to leach from the
space where intellect, emotion and spirit converge.
1 believe that this is a Icarnablc ideal. Many
questions have surfaced as I explore this direction.
First, how lo reach such a place and how to leach
from it? How does one Icai-n to be full\- present in
liie classroom? How can 1 slay connected lo myself,
function on a daily basis, and practice beiiig in
contact with heart-full places where I know gfjod
leaching flows?

Practicing an open heart

My enthused, sometimes overly cnlhusiaslic,
approach lo all aspects of life lias led me lo a
lairly regular practice of meditation and yoga.
When 1 meditate or d(f yoga, I am able lo deepen
my conneelion to myself, find a deeper sense of
balam e and I can stay in soft and open beari-spaee.
However, (his is a solitary exercise. ! realise that
the true eliallengc is to remain in this meditative
siKiee onee I am in eoniael wilh other people.
-'Veording to Huddhis! philosophv, eoniael wilh

'other' can be a source of great confusion and pain.
As I encounter another, even a stranger on the
street, I sec myself shut down in order to function.
It is a form of protection that selves me to a point
so I am able to 'keep it logetlier'; but where does
this leave me in relation to my students?

Clowning: a safe playground in being

A search for a practice beyond meditation and yoga
brought me lo the art of clowning. The \vorkshops
are described as an opportunity to find one's inner
clown. I would say that inner clown and inner
being arc one and the same. From what I have
experienced, clowning has invoK'ed continual
contact with myself, wilh other partners on stage
and wilh an audience. Through these workshops, I
found a secure, albeit occasionally uncomfortable
and disconcerting play ground where I can di\c
into my inner pools wilh others.

I have found clo\\ ning lo be an e.xcrcisc in learning,
growing and jDlaying with others. It is a bridge
between being alone and willi other people in a
secure open space. Both the \varm up exercises and
the clowning work to strip away preconceived ideas
of the inner and outer world, bringing you closer lo a
sense of truth, closer to oneself and lo the others.

An example

One of the first clowning exercises following
a scries of warm-ups involves getting on
stage where an object has been placed in the
centre. The task is lo come on stage, look at
the audience and, without planning anything
beforehand, meet and connect wilh the object.
I step up to the stage. Slop. Wait. I lee! stage
fright, panic, and waves of anxiety. Slowly I
turn lo face the audience. Their sympathetic
laces arc only a minor comfort because I am
struck with a boll of expectation from the
audience. I fee l even more unnerved.

I lake a deep breath then face the audience
again, my body no longer holding back the
panic. I know I am all red and my palms
are sweating. ! start moving towards the
object. Blank. No need lo worry about not
planning anything, my mind is blank. I look
at the audience. They laugh. I'liev know. It
doesn t (eel funny to me. I look (lo\\"n again
at the object. Years arc passing by. Don't ivail.
.Moke contact with the object — gentle probing
from our laeililalor. I reach down and loiuh.
Soil. Fuzzy. Heavy. Soothing. CUiniforting.
Audience. I scriineli up under w hat is actiiaiiy

a piano cover. More comfort. Rcliei". Look at us.
Look up. Snickers and giggles. My new-found
c o m f o r t m u s t b e m o r e t h a n o l j x ' i o i i . s . I h o l r l

up my 'blanky' sheepishly. I curl up a little
lighter and enjoy the security. Remember to
breathe. I hesitate, and then rehiclantly move
out from under the blanket and offlhe stage.
One split second off the stage and my mind
floods with critical thoughts of how childish
the 'performance' was, how embarrassing to
be seen so needy, so young, so naked. Someone
calls out 'natural,' another 'endearing.' I irx
lo take in the moment, to land. Fm svveatv
and lightheaded as I turn lo watch the next
adventurer stepping on stage.

With some time to digest and watch the
other participants inch, dance, crawl, slide
or hurdle themselves across the stage. And
to see the object become a bab\, mud. and
bridal gown, the knot in my gut relaxes. Wilh
some laughs and supportive feedl)aek. we all
are a little more at ease with our initiatives
on stage. As inon- time j)asses. I realise lunv
long it has been since I fell so man\ raw
emotions in liie preseiui- oI (iiiiei people, 1
see how the biggest challenge is lo sla\ wilh
the i'eelings, be presi rU to wlial is going on.
keep eonneeiing lo the audience and shaiing
what ! am experiencing, ami then lo h-ani lo
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be patient and wait for the object to speak to
me. The structure in the exercise is the form
that we all follow. The beauty and spontaneity
come from staying connected to myself and
to the others, and this touched, coloured and
seeped into my life after the workshop.

I can't say exactly why, however, following a
weekend of cIoAvning, I ha\ e felt as though an
undercurrent of energv- ^v'as seeping into my
conscious life. The result has been a sensation
of life opening up to my impulse, spontaneous
i n t e r a c t i o n s a n d w o n d e r f u l m o m e n t s o f

insight which have had me feeling more
directly in contact with my students.

Reflections on the spiritual nature
of clowning

My feeling is that the art of clowning takes place
somewhere between the spiritual and physical
worlds, perhaps as in the inner circle of a Celtic
cross, the place where the horizontal and vertical
sections intersect. This intersection, this circle,
is the delicate place where I am connected to the
depths of inspiration and my soul, while reaching up
to the heights of the limitless creative possibilities,
all the while keeping my two feet firmly planted in
the physical world.

The rules of clowning

The rules of clowning are sacred and actively touch
on an impressive number of aspects of life that can
be applied within the classroom.

For example, there arc the social aspects that
come from working in a group and with others
and touch on ritual, communily and communication in
which you confront, head on, questions of your own
freedom and that of others. Throughlistening,
receiving and giving you learn to work together to
resolve conjlicls.

Clowning also offers a playful exploration into the
emotional realms of life. What is the place iorjovor
fear, gratitude, terror.for emfatliy, .lYmpath and aritifmthr
in my life? 1 he expression of my emotions requires
self-awareness and auihenticilv.

It.s ihcalrical asjjeci brings an awareness of .sound,
rhythm, .structure, stillue.ss, silence, activity, .space,
movement, contact , act ion.

Then I here are all the lessons that simply come
from playing ycnir life on .stage, chaos, humility,
ahsurdity. security, insecurity, paradox. creativUy, reality.

spontaneity, transformation, mistakes and resolution. I will
look at some of these below.

Empathy

If I, as a language teacher, aim to school a student
in empathy, I must first practise and develop my
own skills in this area. Many of the exercises in
clowning involve heightening listening skills,
honing skills in obseivation, intuiliveness and
spontaneity. Exercises are regularly followed up
with a chance to look back, share imjjressions and
obscnations. As a result, the process becomes a
concrete learning process for developing reflection,
self-reflection and listening abilities. Learning to
listen to myself in action and listen to others.

The inner life of any great thing will be incomprehensible
to me until I develop and deepen an inner life of my own.
I cannot know in another being what I do not know in
myself
... the real i.s.sue is leaching ourselves to listen.

{The Courage to Teach, p. 1 lOj

In a classroom, I have interpreted this as turning
towards the students in the sense of learning lo
receive what they are offering, learning lo take
liicm in, and respond to them in an authentic
(•reativc way. .VIoxing away from fear, resislanee
and reaction, towards sur))rise, awe and mvslerv.

VVhen I arrive In the classroom with an open hean,
prepared but in a state of receptivity, it is at ibis
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moment that true leaching lakes place. Teaching
which reflects the present moment, the magic of
interaction between the teacher and the students,
the creation of a class. With this approach, each
class becomes an original work of art.

to teach is to create a space in which the community of
truth is practised.

{The Courage to Teach, p. 90j

Creating a learning space..,

The space should be bounded and open.
The space .should be hospitable and "charged".
The .space should invite the voice of the individual and
the voice of the group.
The space should honor the "lillle" stories of the students
and the "big" stories of the disciplines and tradition.
The space .should support solitude and surround it with
the resources of community.
The space should welcome both silence and speech.

(The Courage to Teach, p. 74j

Clowning has helped me initiate movement in
deep levels of my soul. I have experienced shifts
in my behavior patterns that have extended far
beyond the weekend workshop in clowning. The
only explanation I have is that practising clowning
untangles deeply-bedded knots in the soul and
shifts stuck energy in places that are not easily
accessible. The results are difficult to describe,
but highly tangible. The practice of putting myself
on the line, facing my fear of standing on an
empty stage with a miniature mask, has invited a
transformative process on unconscious levels which
in turn manifest on conscious levels.

Living with the mess

...if ivc want to work for change, we must learn lo live
wilh the mess.

(The Courage to Teach, p. 176J

Clowning is a celebration of all the things in life ive Iry
de.sperately not la be.

V i x i a n

DLscussions among teachers often grax itale toxvards
digging up solutions for tlie problems x\e encounter
in our leaching, so xve can get rid of the ĵ robleni
and move on. One of a cloxvn's many strengths is
the ability (o stay xvith a problem or a seemingly
problematic situation. Clovxning is a practice of not
ignoring a problem, but being with a difficulty or
glitch. It is ihi.s ability to remain ijreseni and fullx
inx-olx-cd in a situation that enables the cioxvn lo find
creative resolutions in unexpected and often absurd

places. The cioxvn is able to remain in an area of
discomfort, not push axvay or run from the problem,
and therefore the cioxvn is not sxvallowed up by fear
and anxiety. Cloxvning is a practice in becoming
completely enchanted xvith the struggles life ofTers.

Living with conflict

I h a x ' e n o t i c e d t h a t s o m e t e a c h e r s h a x - e a f e a r
of public conflict and confrontation. A difficult
s i tuat ion is of ten avoided, not seen as an
opportunity for groxvth, and this bypassing a
situation creates a barrier or a breakdown to open
communication. The practice of cloxvning prox'ides
helpful t raining for staying in the moment,
particularly xvhen the truth of the situation is
not such a comfortable place to be standing in.
For example, in front of a group of 40 frustrated
grade 9 students, instead of getting defensive and
feeling ox-crly responsible for the situation, I can
breathe. Stop. Listen to the students. Watch their
reactions attentively. Let them share all they need
to share so they feel heard. Wait till a natural and
gratifying solution takes form instead of jumping
in xvith a pat prefabricated solution. Cloxvning is a
perfect reminder that conflict is a paradoxical path
to health and harmony.

Living with change and the unexpected

Teaching can be done with a preset list of objcclix'es
that one leaches or feeds to the students. The
students consume the material and the outcome
is relatively predictable. I have noticed that both
my students and I hax^e fell particularly enriched
iioxvex-cr xvhen wc are faced with surprising facts
or situations xvhich haxc led to a novel outcome.
These are often the times when my lesson plans
do not go as planned, when the students are late,
xvhen they xvalk in alter a defeating test in another
class or have found out thcx- have a free period
alter English. Instead of holding on to m\ plan for
dear lilc and instead of feeling like a failure at the
turn ol ex'cnts. I am learning to accept the change
and see xvhal opportunity is present. I can excn go
into the classroom knoxving that this is the arena
where change xvill lake place il 1 make room lor it.
Again it brings me back lo being receptive to the
aclnal situation.

TVansforming problems into
opportunities for learning

Another pleasing side elTeel of elowning I liaxc
noticed is a personal change. .\s I face problems
and (eel moic c-omforlable xvith nneomlbriable
moments, ilic situations are fransibnned. cmfig-x



is freed up which no longer has the opportunity to
fester in underlying layers of myself. The lightness
and unpredictability offers a sense of fun that also
diffuses negative energy. As a result, I am less
likely to be delivering hidden or subtle messages
to the students, messages that could potentially be
damaging to the full development and expansion
o f a c h i l d .

Serious, but not

Both teaching and clowning is a serious business.
Living up to my self-generated ideals can be a
nightmare. I seem to gravitate between over-
governing myself with responsibility and control
and sending my mind reeling into a whirl of
panic as I fret about the impact - healthy or not,
growthful or not - on the future of the students.
Reality can be daunting.

Clowning is a mix of reality and the surreal and
sprinkles the seriousness of life with touches of
absurdity and lightness.

As an example of this absurd mix of reality
and the surreal, I remember an improvisation
where I ended being little Red Riding Hood.
At one point, I got to Grandma's house and
was desperate to find a way to get into her
house. I found mysell" ha\'ing to run around
ln,ing to jump through a window that kept
mox'ing awa\' from me. The \N-indow was in fact
an empty |)icture I'rame held up and moved
around by none othei- than the Big Bad Wolf
(my partner on stage). The picture frame, mv
i-unning around and my frustration in trying to
get into the house were real. The situation of
a mo\ ing window was absurd and surreal. This
absurd mixture ol drama and lightness creates
laughter and is v\hal clowning in\ites vou into.

Developing awareness of breath, rhythm,
gesture and emotion

(downing oITcrs the j3ossibiIit\' of learning about
oneself in relation to others. Through various
exercises. 1 have been able to develop a dearer
sense of the effects of my rhythm, of my gestures
and emotional expressions on an audience.

(downing has transformed the way I see myself
and the way i see others, creating a shift in mv
perspective. 1 he time s))eiil talking with the
faeilitalor and participants is as valuable to lln-
learning |)rocess as 1 he exercises themselves. These
dis(u.s.si(ms honour tin- mistakes, the feelings, and
ilie grf)wiii process. I he simplest ol ai lions and
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interactions offer a wealth of humour and insight.

W h o i s t h e s e l f t h a t t e a c h e s ?

In this article, I have described how clowning
has enabled me to accept and live with the
responsibilities of being a teacher, to find lightness,
to embrace conflict, to build a balance between my
inner and outer world, and to dwell in the middle
c i r c l e - t h e c o n n e c t i o n b e t w e e n t h e t w o w o r l d s .

Clowning has helped mc answer the questions
asked by Palmer "^Who is the self lhat leaches?^^ and
^'How can educalional inslitutions kelp teachers sustain
and deepen the self-hood from wh ich good teaching comes? '̂'

I am certain there are many venues for doing this
and many more to come, but one tool within cas\-
reach is clowning.

I would define cfowning for teachers as an active
and creative communicative meditation process
that offers the distinct opportunity to practise
being present, receptive and open while interacting
with others. The activities and exercises involve
concrete chances at personal transformation
through introspection, laughter, communication
and s i l l iness.

Clowning has helped me move closer to my
intention of being a teacher and an artist; the
practice is assisting me in the process of being
connected inwardly and outwardly, and in exploring
the experience of being fully present, fully aware
and fully open.

Whuldn̂ t the world he beautiful if the smallest things
were important?

V i v i a n
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The Frayed Edges of
I m a g i n a t i o n
R o b e r t M c N e e r

A

Though it is true j that fire is the enemy of water, j moist heat is the creator of all things: j
discordant concord f.y the path life needs.

Gvid "Metamorphoses"

not rcpre.sentation but evocation, and though it mu\-
show us the way, from the lip of our lingers to the
moon, that's the responsibility of each of us.

rd like to try an experiment ivith you. Close your
eyes. Take a deep breath, and enjoy the feeling
of relaxed attention. \ow bring your alleniion to
your skin.

Tour your skin with your consciousness, as if it
were a vast landscape. Skim over your whole
body, the ins and outs, over the wrinkles, the
bulges and depressions of it...don't be depressed
about the bulges, just lour it like a landscape
you're discovering for the first lime... where it's
slrelchecl, where it's folded, where it's pressed by
your weight, hugged by your clothing, and where
i t 's f ree. . . in to i ts most in i in ia le fo lds, returns,

meanders...wrapped like a well-cut cloak over
your shoulder blades, your flanks, stretched over
your neck, your throat, over your scalp, under
your hair, beneath your nails, between vour
toes... hugging tiie swirls of your ears, under vour
cheekbones, over (he public places of your face,
your neck, your hands. This is the border ofyoiir
body, where your body eiuls and the world begins.
It defines \"oiir physical presence, it is that whicli
separates your body from the woild, wrappetl
around you like a (oil ai'ound a chocolate.

Now slay with your skin, and begin to feel it as I he
inner edge of the world, where your bocK meets (lie
world, where the world embraces Noiir bodw I'iiis is
what unites your body with the world. Leel the air
which caresses you, w hich you iinitc into vour nose
with your breath, your mouth as \ou bri allu-. on
down your throat, into your lungs, and out again, a
continuous song.

This is the [heme of wn article: s<'eing the
bordi-r not as an oljstaclc. hiii as an oj)|)orHmii\.
IVansecnding, through kii(»wiug and hwing ihc
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Robert McNeer and his daughter. Angel

great Kabuki actor, near the end of his life,
saifl to his disciples: "1 can show you the
form of'looking at the moon'. I can teach

you the proper sequence of the proper jjoslures,
from (he soles of your feel to the lip of your finger.
But, from the tip of your finger to the moon, that's
your responsiiiiliiv".

f think this is a good lluiml)nail sketch of what
truly inspirational art does: it challenges us in
(hat way. It reminds us - and in this case the
term "remind" is j)arlicularly apt: it literally re
minds us - that true pcrcejilion is a creative ac t,
and it does so by in\iiing us to partake in liial
tu'l ol creation. 1. the audieiu'<', the spectator, am
invited onstage, as it were, to sing in the chorus
ol cr<'ation. in this sense greal art is open-ciulcd:



border, not through fighting it. As I hope you've named Zeami, he talks about the stages an
just felt through your own skin, your attitude actor goes through, in what he calls the "three
toward your own borders can significantly change flowers". The first stage is that of the beauty
the experience you have of them, can decide, of the skin: the actor radiates a kind of beauty
in fact, whether you'll transcend them at all. through his skin, and this beauty will accompany
I'll be looking at the way different artists have the actor up to the age of about 25 years. Of
a p p r o a c h e d t h i s q u e s t i o n . c o u r s e , i n H o l l y w o o d t h e c a r e e r s o f m a n y

actors have consisted entirely of this phase
When I was 25 I took part in a workshop in Japan - and consequently plastic surgery is very good
which included an exhibition of Indian Kathakali business there - but we're talking about Noh
dance. An actress danced one of the scenes of the theatre here, not Hollywood. After 25, the actor
Mahabharata. I don't remember the names of the enters the next phase, that of the beauty of
characters, but it was a classical scene of jealousy, the muscle. This is a phase in which the joy of
such as we find often also in Greek mythology: watching the actor consists in an admiration for
the god has been out cavorting with the nymphs his use of technique. Sean Penn comes to mind,
all night long, now it's dawn and he comes home
to find that his wife, the goddess, is waiting for At about 45, the actor no longer has the
him at the door, immobile and furious. It's a physique to perfectly execute his technique. At
wonderful scene, as we enjoy his denial, her fury, this point, he must take stock, deciding what he
his braggadocio, her petulance, his remorse, the can do, and what he can no longer or will never

• growing eros between them, and finally their do. Interestingly enough, according to Zeami
loving reconciliation, all very recognisable human this is when he should start teaching, for his
situations, which one can enjoy greatly without relationship with his students will stimulate his
understanding the intricacies of Kathakali internal growth, and prepare him for the last
dance, all danced brilliantly by a lone actress, flower. At about 55, the actor enters the phase of
performing both the god and the goddess, in full the last flower, which has the beauty of the bone,
regalia: costume jewels, mirrors and makeup. At this point the actor's technique seems to
This was an actress in her prime: I would say, evaporate: he doesn't seem to be doing anything
about 40, by turns swaggering, pouting, alluring: at all, and yet we are profoundly moved. I think
beautifully, sensually vibrant, like a ripe fruit of Marcello Mastroianni's last years,
bursting with eros - a joy to observe.

When I read this, it rang true, because it
But her guru, who was present, was not altogether explained what I had seen in Japan, that
satisfied. There were some points which he would intergenerational dance performance, and it was
like to see developed differently. So he gets up perhaps the first time that respect for my elders
and dances it: does the same dance, or rather made a kind of cosmic sense, was more than just
the same choreography, for it's a completely being polite to someone who will probably die
different dance in his body. He's over 70 years before you will,
old, like a small, dried twig, wearing a t-shirt and
ĵ ans: I remember when he stood up I had an That respect is not for an individual, but for a
image of clothing hanging on a clothes hanger. deepened experience. The last words of 'King
So he stands up, the musicians start playing, Lear' are Edgar's: "The weight of this sad time we
and he turns his head. Just his head: no arms, no must obey,! Speak what we feel, not what we ought to
chest breathing, no mudras, just head and eyes. say./ The oldest hath born most, we who areyoung! Shall
And it's all there: suddenly the air is electric never see so much, nor live so long".
with tension. No makeup, no costume, no flirting
with the audience: just the essence of betrayal. It is not tbat "we who are young" cannot see,
Then he's the husband, playing at penitence, or bear what Lear bears and sees, but if we
and we see the duplicity, but also the need to be do, we will no longer be ourselves, we will have
loved...he's like an empty pocket. Well, it was transcended that boundary which defines us as
incredibly moving. I can't say it was better or "we wbo are young". That's why at 25 I couldn't
worse: it didn't have the shiny brilliance of her possibly have rendered what that guru did at 75.
performance, but it had something else: a depth But I'm getting there, year by year!
in the simplest gestures.

I find the word "yoga" very interesting in thisIn Secrets of the Noh, which is a 15th Century context, because it can be traced etymologically
tiealise on acting written by a Japanese master to the word "yoke", which is that which the ox
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bears, that to which it submits and which imposes through innuendo than by declaration. Wallace
a limit on the animal's movement, but it also a do not know which to preferj the beauty
synonym of "union", and in fact it is the yoke of inflections,/ or the beauty of innuendos:/ the blackbird
which joins the ox with his fellow-oxen. whistling,! or just after".

The guru doesn't attempt to hide or fight his In an essay on the poetry of Derek Walcott
frailty: quite the contrary, he accepts it as his yoke, entitled The Sound of the Tide. Joseph Brodsky
and thus facilitates a mysterious transformation: writes: ''Because civilizations are finite, in the life of
that yoke becomes no longer a constraint, but each of them comes a moment when centers cease to hold.
rather a union - that which unites him with What keeps them at such times from disintegration is not
humanity, in this case the audience. legions but languages...The job of holding at such times

is done by the men from the provinces, from the outskirts.
I think a compassionate teacher can cultivate Contrary to popular belief, the outskirts are not where the
this discovery, in which the student's apparent world ends - they are precisely where it unravels. That
limit can reveal itself as a bridge, which unites affects a language no less than an eye"...
him with the world, which spans the fearful gap
between himself and the other, but it's important He goes on to explore what that means in
that you, the teacher, recognise the "limit", not the poetry of Derek Walcott, who grew up in
as an obstacle, but as an opportunity, and invite the Caribbean, at the outskirts of the English
the student to enjoy, rather than fight, the quality language. Brodsky speaks of the linguistic riches
that he has. For that boundary is a very rich, very of Walcott's upbringing, in an English in contact
f e r t i l e z o n e . w i t h " F r e n c h , H i n d u , C r e o l e p a t o i s , S w a h i l i , f a p a n e s e ,

Spanish...". In one of his poems, Walcott speaks
For instance, if you have a student very like this:
timid about using her voice, it's probably
counterproductive to ask her to sing Figaro, for Pm just a red nigger who love the sea,
instance, or Die Walkeri: that's exactly what she I had a sound colonial education,
won't do, because she's afraid, and the nature of I have Dutch, nigger, and English in me,
fear is contraction. But if you have the others and either Pm nobody, or Pm a nation.
close their eyes and ask her to make the sound of
a sunset, you might unlock something in her. I I'm intrigued by this image of the unravelled
often find this kind of synesthetic crossover very edge, the rough interface between the empire and
l i b e r a t i n g . t h e u n k n o w n . B r o d s k y p l a c e s t h e p o e t h i s t o r i c a l l y

on the edge of the empire, but Walcott makes of
We close our eyes while she graces us with himself ?i nditxon - "either Pm nobody, or Pm a nation"
the sound of sunset. By the way, this will work — so that the edge of this microcosmic empire is the skin of
ONLY if you, the teacher, honestly have no this "red nigger who love the sea".
preconception about the correct sound of a sunset:
if there is one molecule of your being prepared There's a sequence of massage I sometimes use
to judge the response, then you're lost from the in teaching in which the students massage one
start. You must remain very light, because you're another first with an attention to the structure
facilitating a bridge, and it could collapse: the of the bones, and the articulation of the skeleton,
artist - in this case the timid student - has to Then they bring their attention to the muscles,
create a connection between what everyone using the massage to free the muscular flow of
knows - a sunset is red, and what only she movement. Finally they proceed to the skin,
knows - a sunset sounds like this... This is for me using the most subtle means, sometimes barely
what transcending boundaries is about: a sense touching or skimming, sometimes just using the
of union. "I know you through me, I know me breath or the heat of their hands to stimulate
through you". Because it's the listening, as much the skin. And often the most amazing thing
as the sound, which creates the act. The other happens: people start crying. Not in the deep
students, eyes closed, listening for the sound of massage of the bones or the rigorous muscular
sunset, can maintain a wave of attention which manipulation. People are most deeply moved
invites that transcendence. in the feather-light fairy-touch of the skin. The

first times this happened 1 was surprised, and I
And this is the zone where the imagination must say it's still a wonder to me. But as I've
resides, the space between me and you whose thought about it over the years I've realised it
lingua franca is poetry, which communicates more has its logic. The skin, as we've experimented
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today, is the uncertain place where I stop and
the world begins, where me ends, and not-me
begins, where the constant negotiation with the
other takes place. It is precisely here, I think,
that our most creative work takes place, at our
edges, at our limits, and I would propose that the
more comfortable we are navigating that zone,
the deeper, the more, far-reaching our creativity
w i l l b e .

And yet this separation itself is an illusion, as the
mystics of every religion remind us, and it is in the
exploration, explicit or implicit, of this illusion,
that any art worth the name is born.

Teilhard de Chardin expressed it thus:

The farther and more deeply we penetrate into matter,
by means of increasingly powerful methods, the more
we are confounded by the interdependence of its parts...
It is impossible to cut into this network, to isolate a
portion without it becoming frayed and unravelled at
all its edges.

I believe that there is something in the spirit of
each of us which recognises the artificiality of this
separation, which is unsatisfied with this frayed
quality. This is the part of us which struggles
with the feeling that reality, the ultimate reality,
is always just escaping, always just around the
corner, behind the horizon, or just glimpsed
through a glass, darkly. There's a poem by Alfred
Lord Tennyson which expresses very beautifully
that struggle.. It's called Ulysses, and is a poetic
monologue. Ulysses has returned to Ithaka, his
wandering behind him. Sitting on his throne,
Ulysses broods over the meaning of his life and
destiny: the king is restless. He says:

I cannot rest from travel; I will drink
Life to the lees. All times I have enjoyed
Greatly, have suffered greatly, ...
Yet all experience is an arch wherethrough
Gleams that untraveled world whose margin fades
Forever andforever when I move...
The lights begin to twinkle from the rocks;
The long day wanes; the slow moon climbs; the deep
Moans round with many voices. Come, my friends,
'Tis not too late to seek a newer world.
To sail beyond the sunset, and the baths
Of all the western stars, until I die...
Though much is taken, much abides; and though
We are not now that strength which in old days
Moved earth and heaven, that which we are, we are —
One equal temper of heroic hearts.
Made weak by time andfate, but strong in will
To strive, to seek, to fnd, and not to yield.

Tennyson here describes the search for meaning as
looking through an arch:

Yet all experience is an arch wherethrough / Gleams
that untraveled world whose margin fades / forever and
forever when I move....

We will be looking through that arch again in
a moment, but for now I would just like to note
that the "untraveled world" has the quality of the
horizon: the more we move towards it, the more it
recedes. At the same time that Tennyson celebrates
the discipline, the yoga, which tirelessly strives to
t r a n s c e n d t h e b o u n d a r i e s w i t h w h i c h o u r l i f e o f
the senses seems to confront us, he recognises
the limit of that struggle, which ironically enough
seems to repulse its own object: "whose margin fades
/ forever and forever when I move...".

And this is because the struggling, the
willed, upward striving is not alone enough to
accompany us through the frayed edges. There
is also a crucial balancing factor. The mystic
tradition of the cabala presents us with a very
useful image, that of the zefxrot. The zefirot
is a ladder of experience, later adopted by
the neoplatonists to trace the progress of the
philosophical adept. Each rung of the ladder
is a crisis of development which will either be
overcome, to be followed by the next rung, or
succumbed to, at which point the adept falls off
the ladder altogether. (I've always suspected
that the children's game "snakes and ladders"
came from this model.) But the interesting
point, for me, is not the rungs, but the verticals
of this ladder. Of course you need two verticals,
or the rungs have nothing on which to stand. In
the cabala tradition, one vertical is "justice",
the other, "mercy". These are two forces that
must be in harmony for the ladder to stand
at all. In Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice,
Portia speaks eloquently of the need for mercy
to balance justice's harsh reality. In the court of
law, Shylock asks on what compulsion he must
show mercy, and she replies:

The quality of mercy is not strain'd.
It droppeth as the gentle rain of heaven
Upon the place beneath...
It is enthroned in the hearts of kings.
It is an attribute to God himself
And earthly power doth then show likest God's
When mercy seasons justice.

By the way, it's interesting to note that what
we have here is a woman pretending to be a man
quoting Jewish mystical tradition to defeat a

Jew in a Catholic court of law. Or, if we take
one more step back,* a boy-actor pretending to
be a woman pretending to be a man pretending
to defeat a Gentile pretending to be a Jew on a
stage pretending to be a Catholic court of law in a
country where the actual practice of Catholicism
would be rewarded with beheading. That we
are truly, and deeply moved by all this pretence
attests to the tremendous force of imagination.

So we have here two complementary forces:
the individual will striving upwards towards
the absolute truth, as in Tennyson's Ulysses, and
divine compassion, which, in Portia's exquisite
phrase, "droppeth as the gentle rain from
heaven upon the place beneath". It is, I think,
in the balance between these two forces that we
truly transcend our boundaries. If we think of the
upward striving energy as fire, and the downward
grace, with Portia, as water, then the above quote
from Ovid begins resonating more fully.

Ken Wilbur, in his hook A Brief History of Everything,
states i t thus:

Wisdom and compassion... transcendence and
immanence, the love that reaches up and the love
that reaches down... (The central historical point
in all this is that with the great non-dual systems,

from Plotinus in the West to Nagarjuna in the East),
we see an emphasis on balancing and integrating
these two movements...the union of these
two...is the source and goal and ground of genuine
spirituality.

So it's not just about struggle, it's also about
acceptance. Much Sufi mystic poetry is dedicated
to this acceptance. The soul is often portrayed as
a woman, longing for God's embrace. I'd like to
share with you a few poems from Hafiz, the great
Persian Sufi master, which express beautifully the
need and benefits of surrendering to grace, in order
to transcend our (apparent) limits, to reweave the
frayed edge left by tearing our self out of creation's
i n fi n i t e e m b r a c e :

Without Brushing My Hair

The
C lose r

I get to you. Beloved,
The more I can see

It is just You and I all alone
In this
World.
I hear

A knock at mv door.

Who else could it be.
So I rush without brushing

My hair.

For too

Many nights
I have begged for Your

Return .

And wha t
Is the use of vanity

At this late hour, at this divine season.
That has now come to my folded

K n e e s ?

If your love letters are true dear God
I will surrender myself to

Who you keep saying
I

A m .

Often the poet portrays himself as a drunk, forever
raising his voice in an ecstatic, raucous, late night
chorus, awash in the infinite joy and playfulness
tha t come f rom the ac t o f su r render :

Cucumbers and Prayers

All day long
The earth shouts

"Gee, thanks".

Such an exuberant gee.
It starts throwing

Things

As if God were passing by in a parade encouraging
Rowdy behaviour

By looking so beautiful -
That a whole avalanche of mania swoops in!

I like this idea of throwing things at God.
And especially - His making us rowdy!

Thus, as soon as Hafiz is out of bed
I start stuffing large sacks
Of old shoes, cucumbers.

A n d

Prayers

For the upcoming
Consecrated

Free-for-all -
And who knows

What else.
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Two Giant Fat People Elgin's effectiveness. In one instance, he was able
to affect the magnetometer strongly from his home

G o d s e v e r a l m i l e s a w a y .

And I have become Later, Elgin learned to refine his technique. "I'd
spend 20 to 30 minutes doing the best I could to establish

Like two giant fat people a sense of rapport and connectedness with the instrument,
and with great will and concentration I would coalesce

Living in a that sense of connectedness into a field ofpalpable energy.
I'dfeel myself coming into the magnetic field and pulsing

Tiny boat. it to respond. Then, when there would be a moment of total
surrender, the response would occur". George Leonard

W e c o i n e d a v e r y u s e f u l t e r m f o r t h i s p r o c e s s : f o c u s e d
s u r r e n d e r .

Keep
It's my experience that the more we can explore

Bumping into each other and the nature of our boundaries in this spirit of
focused surrender, the more we can revel in

L t h e i r " f r a y e d n e s s " , t h e m o r e c r e a t i v e w e b e c o m e .
a B e c a u s e i n t h i s w a y w e b e g i n t o e x p e r i e n c e t h a t
u u n r a v e l l e d q u a l i t y , n o t a s a d a n g e r , b u t a s a n
g o p p o r t u n i t y , a s a c o n s t a n t i n v i t a t i o n t o i n t e r a c t w i t h
h t h e s e n s u a l w o r l d a r o u n d u s .
i

n D a n g e r a n d o p p o r t u n i t y . A s a n a c t o r , o n e h a s a
g l o t o f t r u c k w i t h t h o s e t w i n s . I u n d e r s t a n d t h e

Chinese ideogram for "crisis" consists of two
I think the balance between these two movements: figures: the figure for "danger", and that for
the striving upward movement that Tennyson "opportunity". I think our borders, in that sense,
describes, and the crazy, playful rendering of Hafiz, are real "crisis zones". Whether we choose to
is what enables us to transcend our boundaries. live them fundamentally as zones of danger or

of opportunity has profound, and far-reaching
From 1973 to 1975, a remarkable experiment was consequences, from psychosomatic illness to
conducted by Duane Elgin at Stanford Research international politics.
Institute in California. He attempted to influence
a magnetometer with his intentionality alone. A Again, I think a sensitive teacher can enormously
magnetometer is a machine that can measure influence the attitude that the student has to that
changes in a magnetic field, recording them on a which is outside his boundaries,
sheet of paper. I read from The Life We Are Given, by
George Leonard and Michael Murphy: How? With mindfulness. By paying careful attention,

and encouraging the student to pay careful attention
The first few exercises generally followed the same to the apparently unimportant detail, paying heed to
course. Elgin would sit or stand a few feet from the the spaces between and the spaces beyond the field
magnetometer, where he could see the recording device, of vision, as a continuous source of opportunity, of
and focus all the force of his will on the instrument, inspiration. I'm constantly reminding my students,
trying to influence it and thus make the needle move. when we do physical exercises, to pay attention less
He would continue this concentrated effort for 20 to to the other bodies around them, and more to the
30 minutes, watching the needle tracing an almost spaces between the bodies, for it is in this space, in
straight line - but with no results. Finally, exhausted this air, that mind can be found.
and exasperated, he would say to himself, "Igive up".
At that moment, the needle would start indicating This is from The Spell of the Sensuous, by
a change in the magnetic field. These changes were anthropologist David Abrams:
by no means insignificant. In some...exercises, the
needle went entirely off the scale; to gel such results Nothing is more common to the diverse indigenous
by normal means would take a force estimated to be cultures of the earth than a recognition of the air,one thousand times stronger than that of the earth's the wind, and the breath, as aspects of a singularly
magnetic field. Nor did physical distance lessen sacred power...of all that is ineffable, unknowable,
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yet undeniably real and efficacious. Its obvious ties to marriage of his daughter, who's name is Miranda,
speech...lends the air a deep association with linguistic and his plan is to marry her to Prince Ferdinand,
meaning and with thought. Indeed, the ineffability of which is why he's arranged this meeting. But the
the air seems akin to the ineffability of awareness itself, meeting is very special for another reason: Miranda
and we should not be surprised that many indigenous has never seen a man before, except for her father,
peoples construe awareness, or "mind", not as a power and Caliban, who's barely human.
that resides inside their heads, but rather as a quality
that they themselves are inside of, along with the other And when he brings his daughter to observe
animals and plants, the mountains and the clouds... the Prince, Prospero uses a metaphor that I can

honestly say stuck in my memory more than any
I'd like to return for a moment to language. other in all 35 plays. Does anyone else remember?
In the above quotes both Brodsky and Abrams "The fringed curtains of thine eyes advance, /and say what
immediately light upon language and linguistic thou seestyond".
meaning as a quality of mind. This summer I
learned the etymology of the word "metaphor"; Now the reason this metaphor struck me so strongly
it comes from the Creek words "meta, from one was because it seemed to me so clumsy. I'm sorry,
place to another", and "phereiy, to carry", as and I apologise humbly to the 'bardophiles' in the
in ferry-boat. So a metaphor is something that group, but I just felt the old guy wasn't quite up to
carries from one place to another. I think that's par. It was his last play, he was facing retirement
very interesting in respect of this border zone, himself, we know he wrote under deadline
this place at the edge where the world unravels, pressure, he was probably a little tired, probably
because it's like the linguistic equivalent of yoga, thought 'we'll let it stand for now, I'll get back to it'
the union or the bridge, or if you prefer the ferry- and never did. I mean come on: "the fringed curtains
boat which negotiates our boundaries, which ...that's a metaphor to stumble over. At
carries the commerce between that which we know one point I thought it might be a theatre reference,
and that which we don't, between that which we to when the burgundy velvet curtain opens and the
can literally see and that which we can see only overture begins, then I remembered Shakespeare's
w i t h t h e i m a g i n a t i o n . t h e a t r e h a d n o b u r g u n d y v e l v e t c u r t a i n , s o t h a t

didn't work. I understand: you have eyelashes, and
Asight, there's a metaphor of Shakespeare's that could be considered a fringe if your eyelids
which has been under my skin since I first read it are the curtains and her name is Miranda which
25 years ago. At the age of 19 at university I took comes from "mirare" which means to look or even
a Shakespeare course in which we read them all. "to wonder" as in "admire", so a metaphor about
All 35. And in 35 plays, the metaphor that struck looking is appropriate, but I'm sorry, it just didn't
me the most, and for the oddest reason, was from work. Too self-conscious. A little overproduced.
The Tempest. In act I scene ii, Prospero reveals to his
daughter the prince ofNaples, Ferdinand. This is an But while thinking about this article, about the
extremely manipulated blind date, and it behoves frayed edges of consciousness, it suddenly all
me to fill you in quickly on the plot up to that point. became clear. It's much more than a theatrical
The Tempest starts, fittingly enough, with a storm. metaphor, it's a metaphysical one. The artificer.
The ship goes down with the king of Naples, his son or artist, is talking to his female, feeling part,
the prince Ferdinand, some courtiers (one nice and his innocent soul, who has never seen a man and
a little silly and two very nasty), and two drunken who will, on the instant, fall in love. Miranda's
butlers. They wash up on an island, let's say nonplussed response, on seeing the prince, is:
somewhere between Bermuda and Corfu. They are "What, is't a spint? / Lord, how it looks about!Believe me.
in four groups, each of which thinks to be the only sir, I it carries a brave form. But His a spirit"...
surviving one: sailors, king and courtiers, drunken
butlers, and Prince Ferdinand, who s all alone and Form and spirit. Form animated by spirit. Prospero
feeling blue because his beloved father is dead and has here played Cod, apparently breathing life into"those are pearls that were his eyes". the clay for his innocent audience. Under the gaze

of Miranda, a miracle takes place, and suddenly
But we've already learned that this was actually a the metaphor is not ponderous, but a simple, one-
magical storm arranged by the head honchoon this line preparation Tor the momentousness of his dear
island, a magician on the verge of retirement by the soul's discovery. Her eyelids are literally fringed
name of Prospero, who's directing the whole thing curtains, but they are also the frayed boundaries
with the assistance of his spirit slave, Ariel. Now where human interaction begins, where the
Prospero has a few fish to fiy, one of which is the spirit can be ferried from one body to another.
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It is a metaphor for metaphor, or at least for the
miraculous place where metaphor can occur.

I think it's remarkable the way Shakespeare,
in his last play, brings to the fore the act of
perception: '^The fringed curtains of thine eyes
advance, and rflj- what thou seestyond" could equally
well be addressed directly to the spectator, the
silent observer of the scene. It has been pointed
out that no great drama unfolds in The Tempest.
The story is programmed from the start by
Prospero, the director (and besides two plots
for murderous usurpation - both summarily
truncated before anything develops), almost the
only tension is temporal: Prospero is constantly-
fretting that time is running out, as if those
miraculous curtains might close before he shows
his last and best trick, in which he disappears, in
preparation for which, he here pushes the drama
forward, off the stage, into the very eye of the
spectator "advance the fringed curtains of thine eyes",
because very soon the demigod will be no more,
and it will be the god within you, within each one
of you, who will direct the show.

But Prospero is not simply a sage, he's an artist,
and as an artist, he manipulates form ("it carries
a brave form") to invoke that which is both beyond
and within form ("But 'tis a spirit"). It's interesting
that Miranda doesn't say "it hath a brave form," but

rather "it carries a brave form". The spirit is not one
with the form, but rather it carries its form, as the
metaphor cflrriej meaning.

In this way the artist uses the form to iran.scend
the form, not permanently - for the nature of a
curtain is to open and close, to reveal, and conceal
- but playfully, celebrating the interdependent co-
arising of form and spirit.

For all his power, Prospero recognises that he
cannot do it for you. He can but point and show a
way to that which you can only sccyor yourself "From
your finger to the moon, that's your responsibility".
Prospero invites us to see afresh the beautiful
dance of form and spirit, and he docs so by offering
us a living metaphor. If we so choose, this metaphor
can carry us from that which we are, to that which
we may become.

Robert McNeer (USA), is an actor, director and writer who
has livedfor the last 20years in Puglia, in southern Italy. He
leaches theatre and communication techniques to educators,
amateurs and professionals. He is co-founder of "La Luna
nel Pozzo", a cultural centre near Ostuni (Brindisi), where
he creates theatre and hosts international workshops and
seminars on many topics involving performing arts and
human potential. "La Luna nel Pozzo" offers dormiton-
andeatingfacilitiesfor 15 (more in nice weather), an ample
dance studio and a stone amphitheatre, pictured below.
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S E I n t e r v i e w
with Pra Pi ro j
SE: Tell us about your background in Thailand.

1 was born in a small village in the western town
of Siam called Kanchanaburi where I received my
primary and secondaiy schooling. My Thai \ illage
accent is dialect, which is totally different from
Kanchanaburi city dwellers and from the official
Bangkokian accent.

My vivid recollection about my childhood is of
running in the rice paddy fields, playing with
home-made kites, modelling clay from the rice
field, playing traditional games (this included
chasing monkeys on the tree). There was a central
Buddhist monastery in the village where I became
a temple boy and spent lots of hours each day with
t h e B u d d h i s t m o n k s .

During my childhood I had many rich cultural
experiences. 1 recall my mum singing folk songs
and telling stories. She was a talented folk
singer and this was part of our village culture
a n d c o n t r i b u t e d t o t h e r i c h n e s s o f l i f e i n t h e
small village where I lived called Tungsamore.
My father taught me how to play Thai wooden
xylophone, gongs and drum in an ensemble,
known as Thai Gamalan. Rituals and fest iv i t ies
to do with religious celebrations, seasons and
agriculture happened all year round. When I
moved from my village to Kanclianaburi town
for secondary education, I felt uncivilised due to
my rural identity. This led to my experiencing
an identity crisis. In those days, there was an
influx of western cul ture in Kanchanabur i town
and Bangkok. When I moved later to Bangkok to
receive education at a higher level, I encountered
culture shock, as I truly believed I held my own
cultural values strongly, playing Thai classical
music, Thai songs and all the traditional stuff but
I found this was not valued by the mainstream.
Fortunately, I got over this when I was a Buddhist
monk and had l ime t o r c l l c c t .

of Buddhist education are called Tri-Sikkha (tri
means three, sikkha means education). These
are Sila (morality), Samadhi (concentration or
meditation) and Panya (wisdom or insight).

In the forest monastery I lived simply, getting up at
4-a.m., chanting and reciting the sutras (discourses)
and following the rhythm of the day. This was
meditation, going for alms-round, having food
— one meal a day, doing more meditation - walking
and sitting, sweeping the leaves, cleaning the kuti
(small hut) and meditation hall, having a bath,
evening chanting with meditation and retiring to
bed by 10 p.m. The main focus of these activities
was to cultivate the energy^ of mindfulness in cveiw
action, weaving and synchronising the mind, body
and spirit together into an harmonious whole.
Part of the forest tradition training was going on
jungle walks with my teacher to develop the skills
of how to live simply in nalui-c and to confront
the unknown. After some years of meditation
training, I went to meet the world and taught
meditation and Buddhist philosophy to adults and
also at primary and secondary schools, evenluallv
becoming involved with INFB (International
Network for .Socially Engaged Buddhism). I also
became involved with .SEM (.Spirit in Education
Movement) established by the well-known
social reformer, Suluk Sivaraksa. This led (o nn
developing interest in Waldorf Education.

SE: Please tell us a little about your life as Buddhist monk. SE: How did you first encounter Waldorf education?

After completing my studies and obtaining a
Bachelor of Education degree, I decided to enter
the monastic life and became a Buddhist monk in
the loresl tradition. There I had an opportunity
to rcllect upon my life at a deeper level. I studied
Buddhist philosophy and trained myself to put
these philosophies into practice. The three pillars

Dur ing t he INEB i n te rna t i ona l con re rencc
in Sur in Province. N.F. . of Siam, 1 met a
Thai woman who was involved wit i i Waldorf
Education in (icrmanv ami she t(.>ld me about
her experiences. This led me to meet others with
similar experience. 1 fell ver\ privileged to meet
these Wakhu f-inspired teachers, Subsecjueiil l\. I
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received an invitation from Martyn Rawson to
l e a r n m o r e a b o u t W a l d o r f E d u c a t i o n i n a c t i o n
and this led to my travels abroad to Europe
where I v i s i t ed va r i ous Wa ldo r f schoo l s .

SE: What ledyou to becoming a Waldorf teacher?

My great journey overseas opened up a whole
new world. The more I got to know about Waldorf
education, the more I realised that this learning
and teaching style was well suited to my cultural
background, spiritual growth and professional
development and this was a way that I could
contribute in the field of education. I finally
decided to leave the monkhood to pursue a career
in education; destiny led me to New Zealand
where I did a one year training course in Waldorf
Education. This, however, was not sufficient to
al low me to teach in the schools in New Zealand.
For practical reasons, I embarked on a further
one-year Diploma of Primary- Teaching that I will
complete at the end of this year. Ideally, this will
enable me to teach in the Waldorf Schools as a fully
registered teacher.

In life we need inspiration from people so that
our spirit can move in the right direction. I
have received this inspiration from some of the
experienced people I have met in the Waldorf
educa t i ona l fie l d .

SE: Doyou think Buddhism is compatible with
Waldorf Education?

I would say that Buddhist philosophy and
Anthroposophy are compatible. Healing, self-
knowledge and inner transformation are priorities
in both philo.sophies, as is the desire to awaken so
that we can be of benefit to others.

At the heart of Buddhist teachings are the teachings
of awakening, wisdom and compassion. Tri Sikkha
is the threefoldness of Buddhist education, (Sila,
Samadhi and Panya) which leads humanity
to wholeness and ultimately to experiencing
true freedom. We can sec these aspects also in
Anthroposophy.

In Anthroposophy, the threefoldness in mankind
- willing, feeling and thinking - are prominent
t o o l s t o u n d e r s t a n d o u r h u m a n n a t u r e . W a l d o r f
educators have transferred this knowledge to
educational practices for many decades. Socially
engaged Buddhism is an attempt to integrate
Buddhist philosophies into the modern day world,
which inc ludes the educat iona l fie ld . I be l ieve tha t
the tools necessary to understand human nature
are already there in Buddhist philosophy but the
methods of delivery of the philosophy need to be
refined to meet the changing needs of today's
society, especially in the education field.

A few thoughts on lesson preparat ion^
Thefollowing short article is taken from a forthcoming publication, A Waldorf Lesson Planner, which has been
produced by Martyn Rawson andfan Swann. The Planner has been developed as part ofa research project within
the Integrated Masters Programme at Plymouth University. The Planner includes examples for lesson preparation
and review and includes checklists for self-evaluation, pupil studies and practice-based research. It was developed
in association with a group of experienced teachers in several countries and a group of new teachers in theirfirst
year of teaching.

The Planner will be published by IPF Publications in time for the new school year 2005/6.

I n t r o d u c t i o n

The challenge of creating lessons is to engage
the imagination and stimulate the initiative of
the pupils. This means finding a balance between
the material and the self-activity of the pupil.
Wc have to prepare and present the material in
such a way that it engages the imagination and
does not stifle it, awakens initiative and does
not send it to sleep. Teaching always has to work
with these two archetypal processes that one
could symbolise with the image from Genesis of
the Tree of Knowledge (whose fruits humankind
seeks to learn) and the Tree ol Life (representing
here the processes of arriving at knowledge and
the enlivening of our actions through insight

gained in learning through doing). The task of
the teacher is to lead {e-ducere - Latin, to lead out)
the pupil to a living knowledge, to a knowledge
of life and to a life made meaningful through
the process and outcomes of knowledge. I have
been inspired by something my collecigue Michael
Rose once said (and later wrote up); our task as
teachers is therapeutic as well as pedagogical.

The task of the teacher is to find the right wavs to hrins,
truth to life. Both balance and timing are involved
in this, loo much truth, loo soon, and life suffers.
Too much vitality, for too long, and consciousness is
dimmed... The lives of the children who come to ns for
education are, for the mo.st port, alreadv out of joint.
They will generally have tasted too much from (he
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Tree of Knowledge, too little from the Tree of Life. As
teachers, we shall - all of us - have to work remedially.
But we must also know that our remedies, being in
effect the right things at the wrong time, are now
potentially poisons. (Rose, 1998, p. 3)

The teacher has to prepare and present the
material in such a way that it engages the
imagination and does not stifle it, awakens
initiative and does not send it to sleep. If we get
the balance wrong we can de-motivate pupils
through overload or under-challenging and this
can be very harmful for their development,
especially if it leads them to lose their will to
learn. What makes knowledge meaningful is the
real life context in which it belongs - in other
words i t s re levance.

Therefore, one of the key criteria for reviewing
lessons is to observe how active the pupils actually
were and to note their response during and after
the lessons. Above all, the teacher must ask him/
herself and the pupils, is the relevance clear?

This means as teachers, for example, avoiding
presentations that, however bri l l iant, leave
the pupils with nothing left to do but sit
back and enjoy it, or worse, leave them with
endless useless notes, or copied texts or simply
regurgitating what the teacher has presented.
We also have to give the pupils tasks that
engage their imaginations and thus stimulate
their thirst to learn. It is the pupils who should
be doing most of the thinking, doing and using
their imaginations in and beyond the lessons.
The major imaginative activity of the teacher is
befo re and a f te r the lessons .

And we have to do this in an age of information and
entertain m e n I ove rload.

Rudolf Steiner was already aware of this problem:

When preparing lessons one tries to lake into account
eveything that the modern social conditions require that
a fourteen year old should have already learned, one can
ask. is it at all possible?

He then formulated the following practical
princi|)le:-

The aims of Waldorf Education are to anange the entire
teaching in such a way that within the shortest time the
maximum amount of content can be given to the pupils with
the simplest means possible. This helps the children to retain
an overall view of their subjects, no! so much inlellecfua/lv.
but ve}y much with regard to their feeling life.

■ .Steiner Kducaiion

T o s u m m a r i s e :

• The teacher should present the maximum
amount of content in the shortest time using
the simplest means possible.

• And the children should always have the feeling
that they understand the context of what they
are learning.

The importance of the right feelings

The dangers implicit in the first maxim, of
cramming children with as much material in
as little lime as possible, is clearly balanced by
the second maxim which requires that they also
have the feeling that they understand what they
arc learning and see the wider context. It is
Interesting that Steiner emphasises the element
of feeling. The pupils should have the feeling that
they understand, should be comfortable with what
they have heard.

This highlights a more general point about
appealing to the feelings of the pupils. Positive
feelings arc clearly not only importaiU for memory
retention - children remember best what they
have enjoyed IduI they arc also important because,
as recent neurological research has shown, feelings
also help us to juggle meaningfully with complex
information and at the same lime strengthen llie
emergent sense of self.

Feelings help us solve nonstandard jmblems involving
creativity, judgement, and decision-making that require
the disfday and manipulation of vast amounts of
knowledge... Occiming in an auiobiograjdiicalselling,
feelings generate a concernfur the individual exf)eriencing
them. The past, the now, and the anticipated future are
given the approfmate saliencies and a belter chance to
injhience the reasoning and decision-making process.
(Damasio, 2(104, pp. 177-178)

Underlying our emotional life are the primary
lilc processes which are constantly being brought
biologically and psychologically into a state of
homeostasis, or homcodynamics - a dynamic
equilibrium, a term Professor Steven Rose with
good ju.stificalion prefers (Rose, 1997, p. 246).
Emotions are responses to a variety of body
stales from the level of metabolic regulation, up
llirough instinctive bcdiaviours, pain and pleasure
up to motives and drives and our thoughts and
feelings. Emotions provide the background to our
menial slate of b(4ng and register our sense of
well-being or di.scomforl (Damasio, 2004, pp. 44-
46). .As Steiner also pointed out (Steiner, 1996.

p. 109), a disturbance in one of the life processes
leads to emotional stales, such as a disturbance
of breathing is experienced as anxiety. The body
slate that reflects equilibrium is often mirrored
in the underlying state of mind. This fact indeed
fevcals the esoliitionary origins of emotions, since
they have a very fundamental function of warning
the individual concerned that something In liLs/hcr
organism is amiss and that internal or external
causes need to be sought so that remedial or
evasive action can be taken.

As Damasio points out, feelings are emotions raised
to greater consciousness. We can form mental
images of our feelings and relate to them through
memory or by thinking about them. Steiner loo
made the point that the T, the central core of
individuality (Steiner, 1970, p. 36) - the one who
has the feeling - is not necessarily involved at the
level of emotions but becomes engaged in the life
of feelings in the activity of forming judgements,
creating mental images, recalling memories and so
on. Steiner stated that since it is the 'V that learns
and acquires new abilities (Steiner, 1970. p. 51) it

is important to address it through the
feelings (Steiner, 1988, p. lOSfQ-

Emotions that underlie feelings

One long-term factor that influences
children's emotional slates (apart from
t h e i r i m m e d i a t e l i f e c i r c u m s t a n c e s
o v e r \ v h i c h o n e a s a t e a c h e r h a s l i t t l e
control - though being aware of them
certainly helps) is their general state of
physical well being, which is in turn often
influenced by their sense of physical
balance, which helps give a child a sense
of being in control of themselves, and of
being secure in themselves. This sense
of physical inner balance also affects
learning ("Higher cognitive skills such as
reading and writing, which require directional
awareness... depend ufmn stable balance... as
indeed residual non-integrated jmmitive and
f)os(urol reflexes also do"") (Goddard Blylhe,
2004, pp. 17-18). Sally Goddard Blythc
akso points out that:

The vestibular system can also have a profound
effect on the emotions. It is linked ... to the
limbic system. The limbic system ... is that
part of the brain where raw feelings, instincts
and emotions arc proces.wd and generated.
(Ibid, p. 18).

Tiie retention of ])rimaiy reflexes and
hyper or hypo-activc vestibular functioning can
result in corresponding over or under arousal of the
limbic system, which either responds by .stimulating
the sympathetic ("fight or flight" reaction) or
parasympathetic (slows down basic life processes)
systems with corrc.s])onding biochemical changes
in the body slate and emotional responses.

The message for the lesson planning teacher is to
.strengthen children's sense of balance atid check
lor residual reflexes (and seek professional help),
(Goddard, 2002). This iacl should influence the
rhythmical pari of the lesson and sharpen the
observa t ion o f i nd i v idua l ch i l d ren ' s mo to r and
r e fl e x b e h a v i o u r .

How do emotions underlie feelings and how
can they be influenced in teaching?

This C|iiestion would be vvonhx of a doctoral
thesis. It is only pt)s.sible here to give a feu
indications. Pisscntial iy our emotions reflect
stimuli (hat belong to the interior milieu of ihi-
human being. Ehus one ean si-e liie itnpoiuaiu'c-
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of bringing the children into a state of well-being
and security and to cultivate the experience of
the positive social emotions such as awe, wonder,
gratitude, sympathy, kindness and sense of being
at ease with others, trust and willingness to
share and so on (Damasio, 2004, p. 156). These
emotions stem from a harmonising of bodily-
states, generating a relaxed, open, alert mood
which is a |)recondilion for learning. Knowing
how to help children move quickly towards this
ideal state (for example through rhythmical
activities, repetition of familiar experiences,
prayer, stimulation of the basal senses - balance,
coordinated movement, listening etc.) is an
important part of lesson planning.

The other sphere that influences our mental slate
is what we perceive through the senses that are
directed towards the world without. This includes
what the teachers tells or shows to the pupils.
1 he imjjorlancc of the total context in leaching
and learning including the interior state of tlie
child is clearly described by Stephen Crashen and
Iracy rcrrell in their book on language acquisition
(though the description is apt for almost any
teaching siluation):

Adivitm in the classroom focus at all times on topics
ivhirh are interesting and relevant to Ike students and

c i n c r L d u c a l i o r i

encourage them to express their ideas, opinions, desires,
emotions, and feelings. An environment which is
conducive to acquisition must be created by the instructor
- low level anxiety, good rapport with the teacher,friendly
relationship with other student.s; otherwise acquisition
will be impossible. Such an atmosphere is not a luxury
but a necessity. (Crashen and Terrell, 1983, cited
in Lutzker, P. and Rawson, M., 2002).

Such a learning-conducive atmosphere partly
resul ts f rom the at t i tude of the teacher which
is composed of the total gesture of the body and
emotional state (Rugg 1963, cited in Lutzker 1996,
p. 243). I am in complete agreement with my
colleague Peter Lulzke when he asserts that the
best teaching is the outcome of optimal motor and
gestural dynamic of the teacher and its reflection
in the pupils (Lutzker, 1996, p 243).

For each artistic presentation (by the teacher)
and each lesson it is necessary that there is accord
between the movement and the ideas. Whether one
is teaching literature, history or physics, the power
and meaning of what is said will more or less depend
on whether the teacher has d)ecomê  the poem, the
explanation of the phenomenon... In every learning
situation empathy and participation have to be an
essential component for (he attainment of any higher
goal. (Ibid, pp. 245-246).

The message for the teacher is relatively easy to
formulate but highly complex to realise. To learn to
create the right atmosphere in the classroom and
how to 'become' the material one is presenting are
not achieved simply b)- being aware of the problem.
It suggests that teachers need to develop certain
skills - skills tiiat would be more familiar to an
actor. Here is a huge area for further research, one
that my colleague Peter Lutzker has already alluded
to (Lutzker, 1996, p. 258(1^ and which he is currently
researching. I hope to see practical consequences
for Waldorf teacher training emerging out of this
resea rch .

Soul Economy

Steiner continued, in the passage quoted above, to
explain how this can best be done:

1 have become convinced-and I stress this because it is not

always practised - that if a teacher applies the method I
have called 'soul-economy', she will have to .<ipend at least
2 or 3 hours of concentrated preparation in order to teach
for about half an hour in such a way that the whole topic
can be brought in a living, organic context. And this she
must be willing to do if she wishes to avoid inflicting harm
upon her pupils.

Fhere then follows a description of what we know-
as the Main Lesson.

What implications does this have for our
preparation? Another few key thoughts from
Steiner can help further:

The teaching will be economical if (he teacher has so
thoroughly mastered the main points of her subject matter
before she goes into the classroom that, it is no longer
necessary for her to ponder over anything because, if
rightly prepared, it is plastically before her soul. One
will teach economically, if one is so prepared thai the
only thing still to be done is the artistic .diaping of the
lesson. The question of leaching is not a matter oj' the
pupiTs interest, diligence and devotion but primarily
a question of the teacher's interest, diligence and
devotion.

\'o les.wn should he given that has not previously
been a matter of deep experience in the spirit of the
teacher. Obviously the organisation (fthe teachers as a
group ~ the college or faculty - has to be such that each
teacher has time to fully experience thai which he or .she
is to teach.'

An interpretation with some questions and a lew
a n s w e r s :

• The teaching should be economical in a way

t h a t d o e s n ' t h a r m t h e c h i l d r e n . W e c a n a s k :
What wmild actually harm them? In this context,
we can say: not engaging their will through their
imagination would harm them, e.g., by giving
them information or concepts without tangible
meaning or context; it would also be harmful
if it made them passive or frustrated through
not giving them meaningful tasks, it would be
harmful to allow them to lose interest by not
bring their enthusiasm for learning. The forces
of learning and intelligence should be turned to
the world and the individual's relationship to
the world. If they are turned imvards or simply
nol engaged they can become pathological.

• A half hour of teaching requires 2 to 3 hours
of preparation - and that is just the new
content, what about the rest of the preparation,
the rev iew, the correct ions, p lanning
assignments, learning the poem...? That means
w-e have to prepare the content well before the
actua l lessons .

• T h e t e a c h e r s h o u l d h a v e m a s t e r e d t h e
material and crystallised out the essential
points. This means having criteria to what
is relevant. In order to find criteria I must know
what my aims arc.

• The actual preparation then consists,

presumably the day before, in finding an
artistic form for the whole. Giving the les.son
an artistic form can mean many things. But it
certainly includes presenting the material in
pictures - a picture is by definition economical
because it expresses more than one level of
meaning in a single image: furthermore the
parts have an implicit, though not necessarily
e.xplicit, relation to the whole — and sensing
the inner structure (cither of the lesson or the
presentation, even over several days) activates
the imagination of the children; artistic also
means that it relates to a higher meaning.
Perhaps it is easier to describe the opposite
being artistic: that would be predictable,
schematic, additat ive, with predetermined
outcomes - or simply boring. .An arlislicallv
lormcci les.son cannot be planned in detail,
some ol it must be improvised. Speaking
personalb, (lie clearer I am abcjiit niv aims, the
more I can improvise.

• The school should be so organised that
teachers have quality time to prepare. 1 will
reluctantly leave this aspect withoui fiirlher
comment exeept to suggest thai Steiner meant
(his realisticalK and not in any nlopiaii sense.
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• When the teacher is well-prepared, it is not
necessary to tell the pupils everything she
knows. Younger children are curious to know
what their teacher knows and older pupils are
more interested in knowing what more there
is to know about the subject. The outcome is
the same. The pupils' urge to know (which is
not always conscious and expresses itself as
a desire to know) is transformed into a love
of knowledge because their imagination and
will is unconsciously (and even consciously)
stimulated by the T or Ego activity of the
teacher in making this subject her own. The
effort I make to grasp the essentials of the
subject matter is emulated by the pupils and
becomes a love of learning. This process of
identification with the subject through the
teacher underpins the role of the teacher in
Wa l d o r f e d u c a t i o n .

What preparation goes into planning lessons -
other than my whole life up until this moment?
Where do I start?

W h a t t o t e a c h

• I orientate myself to the Waldorf curriculum.
The book, The Educational Tasks and Content of the

Steiner Waldorf Curriculum (edited by M. Rawson
and T. Richter)^, gives developmental profiles
for the various age groups as well as curriculum
r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s . T h e r e I fi n d i n d i c a t o r s a n d

developmental motifs for the class I am going to
teach. This is a good starting point.

• I compare these statements to the actual
c h i l d r e n I a m a b o u t t o t e a c h . W h a t d o I k n o w
about this class? How would I characterise their
development?

• If the pupils are older, I may have asked them
to give feedback on their lesson, or to formulate
questions that interest them. This gives me
insight into their way of seeing their educational
needs. I can interpret this.

• If I have taught this subject or Main Lesson
before, I look up my notes, especially at my
self-evaluation of the teaching. This gives me
important indicators of what worked well and
what would need to be further developed.

• I am not alone but part of a team. I try to be aware
what my colleagues are doing with the class.

• I gather all the material needed for the content

The following table gives pointers to the different realms of preparation that we need to think about and
provides a framework for identifying the way in which these principles relate to the four-fold nature of the
human being.

Physical
e n v i r o n m e n t

Habits,
rhythms
life-processes

Emot iona l
Setting

Individuality

Relationships

I structure the classroom
in such a way that the
children can work with
each other and can find
the materials they need

The working habits,
routines and rules are so
self-evident that chi ldren
can work with minimum
disturbance (of the
lessons or of each other)

The lesson is so
structured that I have
time and opportunity
to observe the children

I like all the children.

They interest me and
they know that

Competence

I ensure that each
child has the support
mater ial he/she needs
to develop trust in
their own abilities

The chi ldren know
that I provide
effective support
for individuals to
work independently

I ensure that the right
balance of tasks and
questions for the
pupils to respond to

I pay serious attention
to what the pupils say
about the lessons

Autonomy

It Is possible in
my classroom for
a few children to
work on their

The lessons are
well prepared
a n d m a t e r i a l s

ready: this gives
the children
c o n fi d e n c e

I ensure that the
tasks enable the
children to make
their own
d i scove r i es

i enjoy it most
when the pupils
say, "let us do it"

of the new Main Lesson or teaching block. This
may include my own notes, the notes of other
teachers, books on the subject and books of the
teaching methods for this subject. I browse this
material, reminding myself what the key points
were. I mark key passages, so I can find them
again. If I am very efficient I make an index of
the key material.

• I formulate, in note form, what I think are the
main points from the perspective of the subject I
am teaching, the main points of content.

• I read all I can about this age group and tr)' to

put it into my own words. I formulate aims for
this Main Lesson taking into account the age, the
curriculum and the needs of this particular class.

• I formulate what the main pedagogical aims of
this subject for this age group are.

• On the basis of these sets of aims, I formulate

aims for the Main Lesson or period of lessons
that are being planned. These should express
what the content has to do with the development
of the ch i ld ren .

• In summary these steps are examples of what
Steiner called taking in or studying the nature
of the developing human being.^

How to teach?

• More and more in recent years I have turned
the focus of my attention in the preparation
from what the teacher does to what the pupil
does. I have shifted my focus from the teaching
to the learning. How children and youngsters
learn is more relevant to my preparation than
how I teach. We place so much emphasis on
the teaching content and the anthroposophical
theory but not enough on observing and
learning about how children actually learn. And
they do learn differently at different times and
in different places.

• I regularly reflect on various aspects of child

development from an anthroposophical point
of view; I study this periodically with my
colleagues. I think about individual pupils and
I reflect on various aspects of development
described by Steiner.

® Together with my colleagues in teachers'
meetings, we discuss how various teaching
methods work and explore how these vary in the
different age groups.

The balance between knowledge and skills

One of the key issues in lesson preparation is
balancing the need to generate knowledge and
that of cultivating skills.

E l s b e t h S t e r n o f t h e M a x - P l a n c k - I n s t i t u t f u r

Bildungsforschung (educational research) speaks
of the importance of knowledge (Wissen) for
learning. She criticizes the "fashionable" tendency in
contemporary education policies to see competencies,
core skills or key qualifications, such as learning or
social competence, as more important than knowledge
on the grounds that such competencies are based on
knowledge. Successful teamwork depends on knowing
what the strengths and weakness of the individual
team members are. A central learning competence is
to know which method of reading is appropriate to a
given task - one must know of various strategies such
as scanning a text or reading it word for word. Social
competence or learning competence, she insists, are
meaningless without content or context. She makes
the point that:

Social or learning competence really can be learned
but only indirectly taught. In a successful learning
environment they occur as the most highly useful by
products. As teacher one should encourage group work
and systematic learning and reading but only together
with the successful communication of content... without
knowledge we can't do anything, but we can'/ always do
everything with knowledge. There is however intelligent
knowledge and less intelligent knowledge, or one could
speak of useful and not useful knowledge - that means
knowledge that is useful for mastering certain tasks we
consider important. (Stern, 2003, p. 15)

Stern's main point in this lecture is to make clear that
real learning competence depends on knowledge
that has become habitual through practice and
learning by heart in a meaningful context.

It is the case that habitual knowledge is the precondition
of understanding, precisely because one needs free
(mental) capacity for the understanding processes...
habitual knowledge must always he embedded in
meaning-creating learning. (Stern 2003, p. 17)

If one of our main aims in teaching to enable
children to develop real competencies, these
must be based on practical knowledge (I interpret
Stern's Wissen as knowledge learned in context and
therefore of immediate practical use) and on the
regular practice of skills. Indeed key elements in
Waldorf teaching are recall, repetition, practice
and learning by heart (Rawson & Richter 2000,
pp. 19-22)- and in respecting the stages of the
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learning process may be briefly summarised in the
sequence experience, judgement, understanding,
application. (Avison, 2004, p. 39).^

From active teacher to active pupil

The following diagram shows the typical phases
of a Waldorf lesson and highlights the stages
from the teacher's activity to the activity of the
pupils. The following approach is designed to
encourage independent working habits.

In the diagram below, the emphasis on the activity
of the teacher and the activity of the pupils sees a
transition from teacher to pupil. Whilst the pupils
are working, either together, in groups or alone,
the teacher is making observations, helping groups
or individuals or working him or herself.

Comment: The pupil's sense of competence is
strengthened when he/she knows what has to be
done, and how it is going to be done.

Stage three: Instructions

• The pupils should know why they have to do

something (in age appropriate ways)
• The learning process should broken down into

clear steps
• Examples should be given
• The thought processes involved should be overtly

articulated at this stage
• Keep the language as simple as possible, focus

on the essent ia ls
• Practice each step
• Look out for al l the diff icult ies that arise as soon

as the pupils start practising

Activity of the pupil

S t a g e 1 S t a g e 2 S t a g e 3 S t a g e 4 S t a g e 5 S t a g e 6 S t a g e 7

A c t i v a t e

previous
A i m s
W h a t d o

knowledge we need to
k n o w ?
R e a s o n s
for learning
t h i s

I n s t r u c t i o n s
G o a l s

Expectations

Practising
together

I n d i v i d u a l

practice

Activity of the teacher

The following notes point to aspects of the lessons
in which the pupils become active:^

Stage one: Activating previously acquired
knowledge or experience
® Daily recall
® Summary of what was learned or experienced in

the previous lesson
® Discussion of previous lesson
® Clarify, explain or fill in gaps in previous

knowledge
Comment: this strengthens the pupil's sense of
a u t o n o m y

Stage two: Formulating aims for the lesson

® The pupils should have a clear understanding of the
aims for the lesson — where are we going?

® The pupil should know which instructions are
most important

Applying
w h a t w e
h a v e
l e a r n e d

C o n c l u s i o n
E v a l u a t i o n
W h a t w e n t
w e l l ?
W h a t d i d n ' t
w o r k s o
w e l l ?
W h a t a r e
we doing
t o m o r r o w ?

• Notice which children join in, which drop out
• Stop as soon as you notice that the children are

dropping out• Ensure that the tasks are not too difficult (or too
easy)

Comment: The pupils should know when
instructions are being given and be in a receptive
state to take them in.

Stage four: Practising together, in groups and
a l o n e

• Practise with the whole class
• Let them practise on their own
• The pupils should apply what they are learning

on the i r own
® Question the class systematically and frequently

to see what they have understood (and encourage
them to listen to each others' answers)

® Observe whether the children are inwardly
act ive and a ler t .
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• Observe whether the tasks are within the pupils'
capabilities

• Check that the pupils have a sense of success
when solving the problems (are they too hard?
Irrelevant? Too complicated?)

• Keep practising and encourage pleasure and
satisfaction in hard work ("that was great, we
worked hard today, well done")

• If necessary summarise the work steps on work
cards or on the board

Comment: Pupils should have a sense of the
relevance of practice and they should by and large
enjoy it.

Stage five: Individual application of what has
b e e n l e a r n e d

• Enable the children to start working as soon as

they want to• Written work usually follows at this stage
• Ensure that the working phase is not interrupted

by questions (should have been asked before),
by having the right material (should have been
prepared before), being quiet, not leaving the
room (toilet, visit to curative eurythmy in this
work phase etc.)

• Encourage the pupils to help each other without

disturbing others.• Ensure that the pupils know that their work will
be appreciated, corrected and evaluated

Comment: If the children know what the goal is,
they are more likely to want to practice and be able
to work on their own.

Stage six: Reflection

• Give feedback regularly to the class and
individuals (let them give you feedback too)

• Correct mistakes immediately
• Give encouragement
• Set high standards and show the pupils where

they collectively and individually are in relation
t o t h o s e s t a n d a r d s . V a l u e c r i t e r i a s u c h a s

presentation, aesthetic values, originality (in the
right place), creativity and read out (or show)
good examples of work

Comment: Reflecting on the learning process
is a crucial part of the learning process itself. It
is central to learning competence and life-long
learning.

Stage seven: Closing the lesson
® Establish who has achieved all that was

required
® Identify what was difficult
® Identify what was easy

• Ask the pupils how they think the lesson should
c o n t i n u e t o m o r r o w

• Ask if they think certain aspects need to be gone
over again or practised further

• Identify what can be done better
Comment : Such reflec t ion , eva lua t ion and
expectations enable the pupils to understand
the learning process, identify with it and find
motivation to go on.

Some preconditions for good teaching

The well-being of the child depends on the right
balance between the teaching environment, the
teacher's input and attitudes and the pupil's self-
activity.

The pupil feels secure when he/she knows in
concrete terms what is expected.
The pupil feels motivated when he/she knows why
we are learning something.
The pupil feels capable when he/she knows how to
learn and what skills are needed.

All learning needs to be based on:
• Relations: how we relate to what we are doing

and what we have to learn about determines the
strength and direction of our motivation. This
requires an understanding of the context, or
questions about it (e.g. Where does that come
from? How is it made? What happens when we
use it? What has it got to do with me?)

• Competence: the child has a feeling for what he/
she can do or needs to be able to do. Knowing what
we can do strengthens our sense of coherence and
our self-respect. Competence builds trust. Being
able to trust is also a competence.

• Autonomy: is the ability to take responsibility
for one's own learning process.

Teaching has to respect these basic principles.

Inner preparation

• When I sit down to prepare I invoke the teacher's
meditations^ before my preparation and in the
morning before I teach. When I have the time,
I also practice other short exercises as part of
my preparation. These help me focus, create
an inner calm, in which I can better hear what
needs doing. This is a kind of counterpoint to my
enthusiasm for the subject. I put that aside and
try to allow space for the pupils.® Whether I am planning the year, a new iMain
Lesson, or tomorrow's lesson, the most effective
and consistent technique 1 have is to go for a
walk in the woods, preferabK in the rain and
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wind because I tend to walk faster and that helps
generate the ideas.

• In the recommended reading list are some books
we recommend to help with inner preparation.

• This is what Steiner referred to as the next

stage, meditating on the nature of the
developing human being.

Post-preparation

• Teaching deN'elops conlinuoush-. We need to
reflect on our work and learn the lessons life
leaches us. I review m\- lessons daily and I review
the whole Main Lesson in relation to the aims
I have set myself. Were the aims appropriate?
Did we fulhi them? What am I looking for in
the pupils? How do I know they were really
engaged? My (older) pupils do a written review-
as a conclusion to their folder. Are there other
aspects I should be taking into account?• This process of rcviewijig and critically
renecting what actually happens in relation to
my educational ideals and the nature of human
development is what Steiner called practising
the 'Study of Man', especially when it leads
to changes
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R e f e r e n c e s

1. This article is based on a lecture given at the
World Teachers Gonferenec at the Goeliieanum,
Easter 2004-.

2. The quotes are taken from the Ilkley Course,
Mill August 1923.

3. In the "MeditativelyAcquired Knowledge oi'Man"
lectures, 21st September, 1920 in Stuttgart.

I. thanks to GeranI Reijngoud of the Dutch
Waldorl .Schools AcK'isory Ser\-icc lor hel|jing to
develojiing these ideas.

3. See Toivards a Deepening of Waldorf Educalion
|)ul)lislied by the l^-dagogical Section.

Ste iner l - i chuat ion

B o o k R e v i e w s

Mary-Anne Lumley reviews The Winding Road -
Family treasury of poems and verses. Compiled by
Matthew Barton, ISBN: 1 903458 47 1, £12.99

A magical /hece of luggage is how Matthew Barton,
who comĵ ilcd The Winding Road, describes this book.
Each item is a treasure in itself, and has the capacity
to enrich and inspire llic lra\-cller. The Winding Road.
according to Barton, accompanies the traveller from
conception to late adolescence, and each stage has
its own collection of poems.

The first section comprises poems of conception,
of birth and of naming/baptism. Most of these
evocative poems are forquiel readingand reflection
by parents, for example in the following extract
fiom Self-conceiving by Matthew Barton:

Father and mother...
Em tying you into me, drawing up
Your dee/}er will from unknown depths
lb serve me. give me sha/)e between you, make
Love into life.

Part two concerns the rhythms of a young child's
day and year. It contains morning and evening
verses; a wide selection of graces for young and old,
and of course birthday verses — including one for
an adopted child. Most of the verses are for saying
aloud with children, and gradually, imperceptibly
and cffortlcsslv the children learn them bv heart:

Birds in the air
Stones on the land
Fishes in the water
Em in Gods hands . (Angehis Silesius)

Or the humorous and well-known 'grace' by Robbie
Burns on j)age 56:

Some hue meat and canna eat. . .

This section also includes, as a grace, Paul
Matthew's Love's P'abric:

May this tablecloth be s/nead
first

with your family bread

then a grace come about vou
that whenever vou shake

crumbs out at the door

the s/)orrows might cany
sweetness to the sour

salt to the .uivourle.is.

The third part of the hxmd" miivkfi.. .some of the stages
in a journey through the first eight years or so ofchildhood...
There are classics by William Blake, Thomas
T r a h e r n e , W i l l i a m W o r d s w o r t h a n d R o b e r t L o u i s

S tevenson ; seve ra l con t r i bu t i ons f r om modern
poets, and poems by children themselves, such as
six-year-old Florence KaylPs delightful:

.My quiet /dace is in my cupboard...

There is a timelessness about these poems. What
could be more symi)athetically written for an eight-
year-old school bo\ than William Blake s:

Plow can the bird that is born /'or joy
Sit in a cage and sing?
Plow can a child, when fears annoy.
But droop his tender wing.
.\ndforget the youthful spring?

(From The Schoolboy)

.And what could be more wickedK d(4icious than
Henr\ Wad.swort h Long!eHow's The Children \
P l o u r l

.... I whisper then a silence:
Yet I know by their merry /-ivn



They are plotting and planning together
To take me by surprise...

The section continues with poems of a more sober
nature for times of illness and pain, including
several by Gerard Manley Hopkins. Then follows a
section of poems for times of bereavement. There
is a remarkable poem by 12-year-old Catherine
Pe te r s :

They think that I am dead
All weeping by the bed....

Farewell then, and God bless you, for I go
Out through the window like a sprite:
Out from this dark enclosing cell offesh
Into thefreedom and the light....

(The Dead Girl)

The final section is Stepping Out and Growing Away
-which accompanies the loneliness of a nine-year-
old to the emerging self-hood of the adolescent
and sounds the 'sweet melody' of farewells. Several
'threshold' poems and Celtic invocations are
treasures for this part of the journey. Some of them
beg to be read aloud, such as Siegfried Sassoon's:

Suddenly everyone burst out singing...

Others evoke a more reflective mood, and a few
by Alan Jackson ask for several readings in order
to penetrate their essence. Poems, such as Olivia
Baird's A Child Leaves Home, offer such comfort and
understanding to parents:

I squirrel them away: while they stay
You must return. After we left vou...

Others are gifts for the young person him/herself
embarking on a new journey:

.Afoot and light-hearted I take to the open road.
Heallhy. Jire, the world before me...

(From Walt Whitman's Song of the Open Road)

There is a supplementary sect ion ofvcrses by Rudolf
Steiner, written for classroom use. Other beautiful
and approi)riatc verse.s by Steiner are contained
in the relevant section. However The Winding Road
also .stands alone as a collection of poems \\ith
universal appeal. It is not, and does not pretend
to be. a conijirehensive antholog)' nor, thankiully,
is it a collection ol so-called children's verses that
caters to the lowest common denominator of what
sonu- adults think most children like to hear. It is

healthy that children are exposed to a diversity
of language forms, and it is healthy that some of
these are words that have been finely crafted. It
is also important for the young child to hear and
absorb, then recite these forms; sound oral skills
are a foundation for literacy.

The Winding Road fills a gap, \v'ith a rucksack full
of poems for parents and their children for their
journey together. The collection brings evocative
language, humour, pathos, wonder and beauty.
Most of the poems will be appreciated again and
again.

Martyn Rawson rev iews Al l i terat ive Verse;
working with alliterative verse, resource material
for Class Teachers and Eurythmists, edited by
Ernst Betz. Published by the Padagogische
Forschungsstelle, Stuttgart

One of the Urprobleme of the Waldorf Curriculum is
how to transfer or translate curriculum elements
that have an obvious link to the German language.
One of the most important of these indications is
t h e r e c o m m e n d a t i o n t h a t N o r s e o r G e r m a n i c
mythology should be told in the fourth class and in
this context Steiner emphasised the important of
stave rhyme, or alliteration. The developmental
situation of the child in the ninth and tenth year
was frequently described as a 'Rubicon' meaning
an important developmental threshold, with no
r e t u r n .

Although many presentations on the Waldorf
Curriculum give the impression that Norse
mytholog)- and stave rhyme are ex cathedra
recommendations of Steiner's, in fact there is no
such indication from Steiner. Rather it comes from
Caroline von Heydebrand, one of the teachers
in the original Waldorf School in Stuttgart who
worked with Steiner in developing the curriculum.
She suggested, and presumably Steiner agreed,
that Norse mytholog\- was important in Class Four
and that stave rhyme or alliterative verse would be
good for that age in Eurythmy. There is evidence
that Nora von Baditz, the school Eurythmist at the
time, did .so with the explicit support of Steiner. So
even if we don't have it from the Doctor himself we
have impeccable sources who testify to ins support
for the idea and practice.

Ernst Bet/, recalls the wonderful anecdote from
Nora von Baditz, "Dr. Steiner once came to see
me leaching in class 4. I was busy with alliteration.
Alter the lesson. I approached him and asked,
'How did you find my lesson. Doctor?' He replied.

'Very good. But you stamped around too much
while doing alliteration'. Standing in the doorway,
Rudolf Steiner looked at the wall and saw a fly
crawling about, 'Tell me why the fly does not fall
off. I studied the fly and after a while, I said, 'It's
because the fly has little suckers on its feet'. 'Just
so', said the Doctor, 'and with alliteration, that is
how you have to tread, sucking yourself onto the
earth (meaning stamping is unnece.s.sary)'." Betz
adds, "the mountain farmer emits consonants,
in his struggle with the environment. Thus
alliteration comes into being".

Steiner is further quoted with the advice (this
time to a mother about her daughter, "She should
however think (when stepping alliterative verse)
alxjut the fact that originally alliteration only
appeared in northern countries, where storm,
elilTs, and the crashing and roaring of the waves
join in one grand harmony of all the elements. She
ought to imagine herself as one of the old bards,
walking at the coast, upright through the storm, a
lyre on her arm..."

And ever since these elements have been important
in the Class Four ciirricuhim, even In countries
that don't speak German.

In this slim \-olume Ihnst Betz summarises the

anthroposophical background for this aspect of the
c u r r i c u l u m . H e d e fi n e s a l l i t e r a t i v e v e r s e a n d i t s

variations, explains the metric principles as used in
poetiy and describes the differences between Anglo-
Saxon and Old Norse with regard to alliteration. He
gives notes on how to speak the poetn- aloud, "the
reader should feel free to introduce tonal nuances,
changes of speed, prolongations for emphasis and
rhetorical pauses. The alliterating stresses come out
clearly, strongly and regularly, with passes between
half-lines...". He gives advice on how to pronounce
Anglo-Saxon and Norse words and script. The book
also contains a summar)- of the main sources such as
Beowulf The Seafarer, The Unfruitful Land. Riddles from
the Exeter Book as well as Old Norse sources and The
Edda. The book has numerous examples in the best
translations, including of course texts from Seamus
Heaney. And the book is beautifully illustrated with
runes, catwings and patterns from the appropriate
cu l t u ra l sou rces .

The most astonishing thing is that Ernst Betz,
a retired Waldorf teacher from Bremen, has
published this book simultaneously in English and
German, the German edition containing many
articles collected from other sources. He himself
delivered the translation, which his colleague the
Englishman (and Geordie) Geoff Hunter also
w o r k e d o n .

The book can be warmly recommended to all
class teachers ainwhcrc near Class Four, and
e u i A a h m i s t s .

Maria Barguirdjiati reviews Ninetta Sombart
by Volker Harlan, published by Harlan/
U r a c h a m s

Volker Harlan has done us a great service in
compiling and presenting the life work of the
painter Ninetta Sombart. He is an art historian
and theologian eminently qualified for this
task: as a priest of the Christian Community he
focuses on the deep religiosity and the meditative
nature of her art. As an art historian he shows her
progressive development as a painter.

Ninetta Sombart was boj ii in Berlin in 192') and
was , i n i i e r ch i l dhood , su r rounde t l b \ a wor ld
of privilege and learning. Her father was an
academician and professor of Economics and
Sociolog). Her mother hrouglu from her native
country the rich world of R«)manian orlhodoxv
and culture into the famiK life. With the lather's
death in 1941 and the destruction (fl ihe ianuK
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house, l i fe in the aftermath of the last war in
Germany became a struggle for survival. Ninetta
started to design posters to earn a living, and
through this work met a German-speaking
American soldier whom she married. They moved
to America, living for a time near Chicago, and
l a t e r i n N e w Y o r k . F o u r c h i l d r e n w e r e b o r n .
Ninetta had to support the family through her
painting. They were hard years and took their
tol l on her. A serious i l lness meant that she had to
seek healing and restoration of her health.

I n 1 9 6 2 s h e w e n t t o l i v e i n t h e B l a c k F o r e s t i n

Germany, eventually becoming PR manager of an
industrial concern in Basel. During this time she
s e v e r e d h e r t i e s w i t h t h e U S A a n d l a t e r m o v e d
t o A r l e s h e i m w h e r e s h e l i v e d a n d w o r k e d f o r 1 8

years. Her painting style changes profoundly
during this time. The influence of the American
school of painting is still visible in her earlier
work. It is Volker Harlan's merit that this book
shows the changes and progressive developments
i n h e r a r t .

I thought that already at a quite early stage Ninetta
Sombart shows the deep influence of Orthodox
Christianity on her art. The ikons of the Romanian
church were familiar to her from childhood. She
understood the severe di.scipiine practised by the
monks who painted them - that they were not
simple religious artefacts, but spiritual symbols.
The preparation lor this was intense inner work. A
strong meditative element becomes the dominant
quality in her pictures. This inner development
combines with the way she now linds into pure
colour, and how she uses it. The themes of her
pictures are the events narrated in the Gospels
- nearl) all of them with Christ at the centre. I
almost hesitate local! them "pictures" - as i found
that the more I looked at them, contemplated
them - immersing myself in the "Awakening
ol Lazarus" lor instance — I was taken tn'er an
inner threshold, leaving me with a feeling thai I
had "been .somewhere 1 could not go before". It
helps the viewer that Volker Harlan accompanies
each piclnrc in his book with a very sensitive
record of the i-ele\anl Gospel story, pro\iding one
more key to understanding the artist's attempt
to express on canvas an insight into the great
Christian mysteries. Ninetta Sombart deserves to
be taken very seriously. .Not many hnodertV artists
achieve her stupendous mastery of the medium of
(iOLOUR - still a mystery in itself- and the total
surrender of the artist to the ol)ieetive.

The book is a treasure, not excessively priced,
with 90 most beautifully produced colour prints.
It is rounded off w'llh a biographical sketch and
photographs of the artist, something that I found
helpful in trying to make a connection with such
different and remarkable \vork. I am glad, and
grateful, that Ninetta Sombart is still with us and,
I believe, at almost 90 years of age, still creatively
at work .

A Child is Bom
\ [ \ mA NATllBAl EUIQI TfllRIGNANGY, BIRIH AND lARlY CHIIDHOOD

X

WiLHELM ZUR UNDEN, MD

Susanne Fuller, parent and registered nurse
reviews A Chi ld is Born - A Natura l Guide to

Pregnancy, Birth and Early Childhood by Wilheim
zur Linden, M,D. Sophia Books, 2004.

A Child Is Born b)' Dr. Wilheim zur Linden is a
new edition of a well-established book on natural
ehildcare, incorporating many new .seelions from
the eomprehensive original edition, in German,
which have not previously appeared in Fnglish
t r a n s l a t i o n s .

It is a beautifully-produeecl bf)ok, covering
in-egnaney, birth, breast and bottle ieeding,
childhood Illnesses and much more; written in
a dear style and with plenty of praelieal advice,
this is a v^■o^der̂ ul reference book and highly
reeommeiided reading for all parents and parents
to be.

h) StriiKT F.diu alion

Chi ldren with Special Needs in the
Ear l y Yea rs -
a S c h o o l D o c t o r ' s P e r s p e c t i v e
D r B e t t i n a L o h n

T
r I ihe younger the child, the greater the

mystery. A child's development is a
Journey of discovery, both for the child

and the family. Parents arc usually the closest
people to accompany a child, but with increasing
age a growing number of individuals become
involved in a chi ld 's l i fe . Somet imes a school
doctor has this privilege. This article intends
to describe, as a general outline, how the school
doctor can help to facilitate the identification
of special needs and to assure that they are
adequately recognised and addressed.

What are "special needs"?

Tradit ional ly school doctors have had l i t t le
involvement with the Early Years Department,
i.e. Nursery and Kindergarten. This has been
changing for a variety of reasons - not least the
children themselves. In most people's experience
children and childhood arc changing, granting
at times a glimpse into the future. How best
to facilitate these future potentials is part of
the challenge of education. In settings like the
Nursery or Kindergarten these changes can
show in the children's apparent need for more
individual accompaniment. The children don't
appear to fit easily anymore into a group with
exi.sling routines and rules. Equally their play,
social interactions and engagement In activities
pose new challenges. One can get tiie impression
that the children arc asking for their "special
needs" to be taken Into account, referring to both
abilities and difficulties. So, in principle one can
apply this term to every child, as every individual
has his/her special needs. Ncvcrl lieless, we know
that some childrcn'.s needs are more apparent
than others and that the term is commonK used
for children, who experience varying degrees of
dillicull iesduring theirdevel()])inent and learning.
Increasingly the needs of gil'led children are also
recognised.

A wide range of problems may be encountered.
They frcciucntly relate to a child's development
and/or beha\ iour. Beha\ ' iour issues ar ise more
frequently thc.se days and can he challenging

and multifaccled. They might hide a multitude
of other issues and often require some detective
activity. Problems can for in.slancc be due to
an unsettled home situation or a difficulty
with spoken language, which is either due to
hearing problems (e.g. glue ear) or a problem
with comprehension. Problems in the areas of
speech and language as well as movement and co
ordination have noticeably increased. In addition
there are ch i ld ren w i th es tab l ished medica l o r
other conditions (e.g. epilepsy, Down's Syndrome)
known to require special accompaniment In a
Nursery/Kindergarten environment.

Ways of identifying special needs

One of the most challenging tasks is to identify
a child's special needs and subsequenth find
appropriate \va\s of meeting ihcm. The only
starting point can be our own obsenations and
questions. These inilialL make us wonder about
certain difficult ies and/or abil i t ies in a child and
can then lead to further assessments. Depending
on the nature of the concern, providing parental
consent is given, further professionals can then
become involved. Whether these arc professionals
connected to the school aiid/or outside depends on
the nature ol the prolDlem. Some people experience
any "a.ssc.ssmcnt" as a judgement of the child, but
it is only meant as an evaluation of certain agreed
aspects. U is not a moral judgement and leaves the
core individuality of the diikl untouched. .'X scnsit l\ c
and prolc.ssional ai)proacli is of course asked for.
Equally the use of a "normality seale" with eertain
cut oil points can only ser\e as an orientation.

When identifying a child's tiiniculties. a number
ol aspects need consideration and can be relevant.
These include the time scale of the dilfiinltv, the
child's age, the cliild's dcvclopmcnlal hisiorv.
any known medical conditions, general health
(including for instance sleep pattern), the eliilcl's
eonsliiution, social integration in the group (e.g.
group dynamie. hulKiug?), hunily cirenmsianees
and history, dependenee on selling (problem
|ueseni predominantly at home or in s< ho()|). '['ins
l ist can ol I 'o iuse he exteiuled.

Sleinei F.diu ;o ion



B o t h m e r M o v e m e n t I n t e r n a t i o n a

Invites applications for its 4-year Part-Time Courses,
in Scotland, Edinburgh & Sussex, Forest Row.

New Course begins
September 2005

Also Zeist, Munich, Oslo. Lahnstein, Budapest, Stuttgart, Vienna, Bukarest, Basel, Bremen

A mov̂ jjilgĵ ning enabling one to develop the ability to experience space as a
dynarî  llfe-enTiafibing' source of energy.

Contact: www.bothmer-nnovennent.co.uk
o f fi c e @ b o t h m e r - m o v e m e n t . c o . u k

Bothmer Movement International
Michael Hall, Priory Road, Forest Row, East Sussex. RH18 5JA
Tel/Fax 01342 826 677

Ways of providing helpful support

Following the identification of a problem it will
need to be decided whether any intervention will be
required at this point in time or whether continued
obser\ation would be more appropriate.

If further action is considered appropriate,
following conversation between all involved, a
varietyofsupport can be available. This can either
be provided within school or help from outside
agencies maybe requested. Together with parents
and teachers, the school doctor is usually closely-
i n v o l v e d w i t h t h e s e c o n s i d e r a t i o n s . T h e d e c i s i o n
a b o u t t h e k i n d o f i n t e r \ ' e n t i o n h a s t o c o n s i d e r
several aspects (please also see below), firstly the
nature of the problem and secondly the parents'
own view on health and development. Of course
close collaboration is desirable, ideally also in
line with the Steiner Waldorf School's ethos,
but the parental choice has to be respected. In
addition, it is relevant to consider whether the
issues are best addressed in or outside school,
taking the child's and family's needs and privacy
i n t o a c c o u n t .

C o m m u n i c a t i o n a n d c o l l a b o r a t i o n

Independent of the nature of the concern, good
c o m m u n i c a t i o n a n d c o l l a b o r a t i o n b e t w e e n
everybody involved with the child are essential,
even when differences of opinion e.xist. In a
Nursery /K indergar ten s i tua t ion , the in i t ia l
contact, when a concern arises, should in my
opinion usually be between the parent and the
Xursery/KG teacher. This gives an opportunity
to share concerns and perceptions. There may
at lime.s be occasions when a teacher might
approach a teacher colleague or the school doctor
for a preliminary orientating discussion, but
the parcni'.s involvement is essential. Should a
disagrcemcnl arise between teacher and parent,
the parent's views need to be respected and any
action will be limited and dependent on parental
consent. In except ional c i rcumstances the
teacher's concern for the child's safely and well-
being may l)c so serious thai in iiis/her opinion
it warrants the involvement of the .school's child
protection officer. But also in lii is situation
the parents should be informed, unless very
exeeplional eirenrnstanees prevail.

The Schoo l Doc to r ' s con t r ibu t ion

As school doctors we ai*e nsuallv iiu'oKed in a
variety of ways. We have coniaei with pupils

and parents across all classes and ages but
are increasingly involved with the younger
children. Depending on situation, availability
and personal preference a school doctor has
i n d i v i d u a l c o n s u l t a t i o n s w i t h t h e c h i l d r e n a n d
their parents, observes in lessons, attends
parents' evenings and consults with the teachers.
All these activit ies provide opportunit ies to
perceive and share potential difficulties, which
w i l l t h e n b e f u r t h e r d i s c u s s e d w i t h a l l i n v o l v e d .
As mentioned above, open communication is
essential for the process. However, confidentiality
applies to school doctors in the same way as to all
o t h e r d o c t o r s .

W e a r e a l s o i n v o l v e d i n t h e d e c i s i o n a b o u t

possible further assessments outside school and
will liaise with outside agencies, for instance the
child's GP. The independent status of the Steiner
Waldorf vSchools does not usually allow direct
access to outside agencies, both education and
health services. Involvement of Occupational
Therapy, Physiotherapy, Speech and Language
Therapy etc. usually requires a referral by the GP
However, once these agencies arc involved, they
are in my experience willing to work together
w i th t he schoo l .

Within school, our involvement will range from
discussions with the teachers about educational
measures in the group/class to prescribing
anthroposophical medicinc.s. Frequently an
advisory conversation witli parents and the
referral to an available therapist, either in- or
outside of school, can be very helpful. For the
younger age group the eurylhmy therapist,
massage therapist and play therapist are in my
experience especially helpful. Accompaniment
and reviews following any intervention are
essential and strongly recommended.

In my own experience, holding the balance
between social integration and individual
diver.sity is an ongoing challenge. Every
.situation is new and requires an open approach
to avoid prejudice and do justice to the child. It
is like juggling balls, which ail have dilTereiil
shapes and weights resulting in individual
aerodynamic capacities... like intentions and
possibilities. However challenging, it is a joy
and privilege to be ])art of these joui-iie)'s of
di.scovery into life.

Reproduced icilh kind permiasion oj Janni Nkoi editor
Kindling maf̂ arjne.
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N O R W I C H S T E I N E R S C H O O L

New school opening in September 2005

To become part of the existing dynamic and vibrant
Norwich Steiner community with thriving and well
e s t a b l i s h e d :

• Parent & Toddler Groups (60+ families)
• Rapidly growing Ofsted-registered

Kindergarten

Seeking to appoint a Class 1 Teacher
To take a new small class in September 2005 and
combine with the following year s intake forming a
Class 1/2 in 2006.

Previous experience desirable but newly qualified
teachers are encouraged to apply

As the founding teacher, we are looking for a warm
person with good communication skills and who

really likes children

Salary £15,000 - £18,000 per annum
For further information on the new Norwich

Steiner School and the teaching vacancy, please
contact Sandie Tolhurst on 01603 503795 or email

info@norwichsteinerschool.co.uk

HEREFORD WALDORF SCHOOL
Much Dewchurch, Hereford HR2 SDL
Tel : 01981 540221 Fax 01981 541237
Web: www.herefGrdwaldorfschool.org

Email: lnfo@herefordwaidorfschool.org

TEACHER VACANCIES NOW!
URCENTLY NEEDED

Class I and Class III Teachers
to take on a delightful group of 13 children and

19 children respectively
These could be either temporary posts, or for
teachers seeking a permanent position. Good

support and mentoring offered by our experienced
and friendly team of lower-school teachers

P/T German Teacher
to relieve the load on our over-worked German

teacher, by taking Classes I - III A possibly Class IV

From September 2005 -
We will be looking for a qualified teacher to

take on the new Class I

Our warm and friendly school is located in rural
Herefordshire about 6 miles south of the city of
Hereford. We have around 228 pupils on our roll from
Nursery to Class X.
To learn more about the school, please visit our
website. iApplications and/or enquiries should be sent
to the Chairman of the College of Teachers or the
Administrator at the above postal or email address.

Emerson College
Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5JX

Courses in S te ine r Wa ldor f Educa t ion

Art of Education
Next intake September 2005
A three year full-time training

Teaching as an Art
Next intake September 2006
A two year part-time course

Early Years Course
Starts September 2005
A two year part-time course

Full summer course brochure now available
Courses in storytelling, clowning, meditation, astrology,
biodynamics, sculpture, poetry, crafts and more!
£100 off all courses for Waldorf teachers!

01342 822238 www.emerson.org.uk
mail@emerson.org.uk

Sifi iuT K( l iu ;u i fHi

A FOUNDATION DEGREE IN STEINER WALDORF
E A R LY C H I L D H O O D E D U C AT I O N A N D C A R E
This programme in Steiner Waldorf Early Childhood, offers
flexible delivery systems, providing opportunities for
Early Years Practitioners, teaching assistants, parents and
those wishing to specialise in early childhood to achieve a
professional qualification.

The programme is approved by the University of Plymouth in
partnership with the UK Steiner Waldorf Schools Fellowship.

The course takes place over two years, but the modules can be
completed within a five year period.

For potential students who have previous experience of
Steiner Early Childhood Education. It would be possible to
apply for previous learning and experience to be accredited,
where relevant.The first group of students began in

September 2004 with a monthly weekend programme in
York and two short residential courses held at Eimfield
S c h o o l i n t h e W e s t M i d l a n d s .

Please contact the address below for further details and a
preliminary application form to register your interest.

Abi McCullough, Faculty of Education, University of Plymouth.
Douglas Avenue, Exmouth, Devon EX8 2AT
education.enq@plymouth.aG.uk Tel: 01395 255325

You might also be interested in checking the following web-
links: http://www.steiner-teacher.org/foundation.htm

http://www.plymouth.ac.uk/courses/undergraduate/2822/FdA
Sleiner+Waldorf+Early+Childhood+Educatlon
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I r a m t r u s t
Prac t i ca l Sk i l l s

Teacher Development Course

LIVING AND LEARNING WITH THE
LOCAL RESOURCES OF NATURE

using the school grounds for developing
a practical skills curriculum relevant to

the handwork/craft/science domains
in S te ine r Wa ldo r f educa t i on

12 level 3 OCN units, 7 weekends contact time

Enquiries and applications for the 2005-6 run,
t o

The Hiram Trust, Upper Grange, Lovedoys
Mead, Stroud, Glos GL5 IXB
Te l / f o x : 0 1 4 5 3 7 6 4 0 6 5

Email: info@hiramtrust.org.uk

Following the success of
Cardiff Steiner Early Years Centre

Cardiff Steiner Scliool/Ysgol Steiner Caerdydd
a new school opening Sept 2005, has vacancies for

\ class teacher for combined class 1 and 2
Various subject teachers

P / T A d m i n i s t r a t o r

For fuiTher infonnalion contact Cardilf Steiner EYC
Tel 029 2019 0099

email: cardiffsteiner(4'aol.coni
website: < w'W'\v.cardiffsleiner.org.uk>

CzmbridgQ Steiner School Projoct

C L A S S 1 T E A C H E R

September 2005
We are looking for our new Class 1 teacher!

Our school is well established in the beautiful
university city of Cambridge.
You will work with a supportive and dynamic
team of colleagues and parents. Our school
has two kindergartens and currently extends
from Class 1 to Class 4/5, growing by one
class every year.
P l e a s e c o n t a c t o u r a d m i n i s t r a t o r f o r a n
app l i ca t ion fo rm:

S u z a n n a W i k s t r o m

Cambridge Steiner School
24 Roseford Road, Cambridge, CB4 2HD
Email: admin@cambridge-steiner-school.co.uk

If you are interested In discussing this
position or arranging a visit, please contact
our school secretary:

N e t t y S m i t h - Te l : 0 1 2 2 3 4 1 5 4 9 2
Email: school@cambrldge-steiner-school.co.uk

Cambridge Steiner School Registered Charity No.1028116
www.cambrige-steiner-school.co.uk

T H E B AT H S T E I N E R K I N D E R G A R T E N
2 0 0 5

N E W I N I T I A T I V E
Bath has five long-established parent and

toddler groups, and now has firm foundations for
moving onto a kindergarten

We are seeking:
an experienced Kindergarten Teacher

a n d a K i n d e r g a r t e n A s s i s t a n t

We offer: Excellent rates of pay
A Strong, Supportive Governance Team

Ongoing Educational Workshops for parents
For further information please ring 01225 4441 18

Or: vickyff/'bathsteiner.org.uk

Closing date: 4th April 2005
t . - , i



R u s k i n M i l l

College
A n i n n o v a t i v e r e s i d e n t i a l

specialist college, inspired by
the work of Rudolph Steiner.
providing fiarther education

for students with special
learning needs, has a vacancy

fo r a

Houseparent
couple

to live in and manage a
h o u s e h o l d

Responsible couple
required to create a

homely environment for
up to 3 students in one of
Rusk in M i l l s houses nea r

N a i l s w o r i h .

Good training and package of
salary and benefits.

For infomiaiion contact
Richard Rogers

Head of College - Residential
Ruskin Mill College

Old B r i s to l Road . Na i l swor ih .
GIos GL6 OPL

Te l : 0 1 4 5 3 8 3 7 5 0 0
e-mail: richard.rogers-tiruskin-

mill.org.uk
Rask in Mi l l Educa i iona l Trus t .

Reg Charity No. 1053705

Rudolf Steiner Library
65 Fern Hill Road
Ovent, NY 12075

(518)672-7690
rsteineriibiaiy@taconic.net

P H I L P O T S M A N O R S C H O O L
A N D F U R T H E R T R A I N I N G C E N T R E

H O U S E P A R E N T V A C A N C I E S

Located in an idyllic setting cn the Sussex
Weald, we are a small cc-educaticnal
residential special school for students aged
9-19, with behavioural, emotional and social
difficulties: many of whom also have learning
difficulties. The care and education we provide
is based on the principles of Rudolf Steiner.

We are looking for houseparents to live
on-site and share the responsibility of the
management of our residential units. Relevant
training and experience is needed, with NVQ
Level 3 Caring for Young People preferred.

One position is to start as soon as possible.

Salary: £7,800 - £15,000, accommodation
provided and non-contributory pension
s c h e m e .

Please contact Karen Brown on
01342 810268 or by email at
philpotsmanorschool@tiscali.co.uk

BA (Hons) Degree in Steiner Waldorf Education

A f O

In partnership with the Steiner Waldorf Schools Fellowship,
the University of Plymouth has run this degree programme
since 1992. Based at the University's Exmouth campus, and
integrated within the Faculty of Education, students are offered
a three-year programme in Steiner Waldorf teacher education.
Students may study the programme part or full time. Distance
learning options are also available for practising Waldorf
t e a c h e r s .

Students on the course are offered a broad-based introduction
to Steiner Waldorf education with emphasis on teaching
children in the Class Teacher period (6-14 years).

The course is modular and includes units in;

• Introduction to the Steiner Waldorf Curriculum
• Praclica! Pedagogy: classroom management and

c l a s s r o o m s k i l l s
• Perspectives on Child Development
• Artistic activities including eurythmy, music, painting,

drawing modelling, and speech

School-based observation and teaching practice
E v o l u t i o n o f c o n s c i o u s n e s s

Anthroposophy and Philosophy
Physiology and art: the image of the
human being derived from anthroposophy
The esoteric basis of Steiner Waldorf education
Education in the early years
Science Teaching
Education through the crafts
Comparative Studies
Independent Study Options

in addition, students are able to select alternative modules
within the broad programme offered within the Faculty.

For further details, please contact:
Faculty of Education, University of Plymouth

Douglas Avenue, Exmouth, Devon EX8 2AT
1:0044 (0)1395 255325

chrlstine.dowling@plymouth.ac.uk
www.p lymouth .ac .uk /s le ine rwa ldor f

11^ Stc-inci Kciiical ion

POPsXHCOMING FR.OM I P F P U B L I C X I I O N S

X W X L D O K F L e S f O N P L X N N e P .

QUXLITY DeVCLGPMeNTXND LeSSON PLXNNINC HXNDBOOK
WXIIieN BY MXXTYN RXWSON XND JXN SWXNN

LOOK OUT FOXTHL OKOFR. FOP^M IN YOUP^ SCHOOL-
OXDFP^ eXPsLY FOR. THE NEW SCHOOL YEXP.

I wi r r P u a i K t i K m

A Waldorf Lesson Planner provides
class teachers and subject teachers
with daily, weekly and main lesson
planning sheets with space for lesson
reviews. The planner also includes year
overview, timetable, class lists, check
lists for self-evaluation, pupil studies
and lEPs. The accompanying booklet
contains advice on lesson planning and
reviewing, spiritual time management,
organisat ional development and
meet ings , agenda prepara t ion ,
mentoring new teachers and tips on
survival and action research. These
books were developed as part of a
Master Degree research project at the
University of Plymouth.

Quality
D e v e l o p m e n t

a n d
Lesson P lann ing

H a n d b o o k

Planner available as ring bound annual planner or loose leaf for use in a ring binder
See leaflet for prices and order forms

Take ond Sut'e Stonu
ty Brigrtte Marking•"th illuifrolions by fiabacca Balj,

,

F O U K Q K K D ^ D
'SPK- INC, 'SUMMFR; , 'AUTUMN' , 'WINXeK. '

. . .FOP. RFXDINC ACF S
WP.ITTFN BY BPUCITXe MXPJ<INC;

WITH ILLU5TKATION5 BY RFBtCCX BXLt

Each booklet is based on a specific season,
with one story for each month. The stories
describe what is happening in nature as well
as seasonal events, such as finding Easter
eggs, playing Pooh-sticks, going on a lantern
walk and decorating the Christmas tree.

The stories will take the young reader back
to seasonal experiences at home and in the
Kindergarten. Some of them include songs
familiar to many children.
A5 size; 3 x 24 pp; 1 x 28 pp; all plus full-
colour covers. £20 per set; Schools' discount
for 5 or more sets 35%, plus p&p.

Published by Michael Hall / IPF
and available shortly from SSF Publications

tel: 01342 825005
e-mail: info@steinschoolbooks. com

J a k r o n d S a m S To r ^ t
b y M e r V . T B

■irith .Ihnvaliefii try B.brccD Bet.

A u t u m n

» I •

Jak> nni sSt SIsrto" N M a r t . t i a



"The college gives us freedom to take responsibility end to be true to ourselves, not just to feel obliged to conform. By
persuing our passions or natural interests within the context of science and art, we fake ownership of our learning. We
ore encouroged to work with the elements as a starling point and rebuild our connection with the land...We have over
time removed ourselves in so many ways from whot is real, true and socred on our plonet... and the 'earth.'
'Sustainable education is a step we need to take if we wish to become more than consumers." 2nd Year Student. •
"From everything we went through we learned and grew a great deal. I remember in the first term feeling ill but not
wonting to stay off college because I felt that just by missing one day I would miss so much. This was in great contrast
to when 1 had been at school and slept with the window open in winter trying to moke myself ill so thot 1 wouldn't have
to go to school." 2nd Year Student. • "Society is becoming more aware of the problems of the present educational
system, that it is not meeting the needs of mony of today's youth, let clone bringing out the best in us." 2nd Year Stu
dent. • "My life's path has led me to become port of a very exciting and vital educationol venture here at The Wal
dorf College Project in Stroud, where we learn from hands-on experience. We ore involved in constructing our cur
riculum and ore given responsibility and opportunity which encourages our self-motivation and interests to grow and
develop in ways that are not given in the confines of the usual system. We ore encouraged and helped to discover the
importance and relevance of what we learn. 2nd Year Student. • "We shouldn't ask: whot does a person need to ^know or be able to do in order to fit into on existing social order? Rather we should ask: what lives in each persor̂ f̂
and what can be developed in him or her? Only then will it be possible to direct the new quolities of each
urging generation into society. Society will then become what young people, as whole human beings,out of the existing social conditions. The new generation should not just be mode to become whot̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ Ĵ
society wonts it to become "The need for imagination, a sense of truth, and a feeling of
ponsibility, these ore the very nerve of education... The great Thing is to enable the
being to find his or her place in the world with due confidence in his or her own
of Judgement...Our highest endeavour must be to develop free human
who ore able to purpose

M Y R I A D N AT U R A L T O Y S
Encouraging Meaningful Play
We specialise in beautiful
handcrafted wooden toys, organic
soft dolls, plant dye based art
materials, natural craft materials,
books and pentatonic musical
instruments - al l based on Steiner
Waldorf educational principles
High quality - low enviromental
impact.

For free mail order catalogue, and a friendly service:

01725 517085 www.myrladonline.co.uk

Vacancies at the

Thi-s rural school of 300 pupils with a strong
outdoor curriculum and exciting plans
for development, has the following
vacancies for trained or experienced

SieinerAVaidorf personnel.
.Administrator - Willing to be flexible in this transitional
stage. A pemianent post, beginning in April. Initially for

maternity cover, a min. of 30 hrs per week -46 weeks a year.
May expand to full-time. Application deadline - 22 March.

For September 2005 (applications by 1 June);
Class Teachers including Class I

Kindergarten Teacher - for 1 year sabbatical cover
Nursery Teacher - p/t

Early Years Assistants -p/t
Art Teacher - p/t (Classes 6-8)

riandwork Teacher - p/t
Games Teacher - p/t (min. 10 lessons)

For Upper School (14 -16 yr olds) conversant or
open to Waldorf pedagogy-

Science Teacher - p/i. for Biology. Chemistry &
Ecology (incl. held trips)(ierman Teacher - p/i. able to carry GCSE work.

Please apply in writing with a current CV to:
Education Manager. Rudolf .Steiner School South Devon.

Hood Manor. Darlington. Dc\'on TQ9 6AB
e-mail entjuiries@steiner-soiuh-dcvon.org details on

www.siciner-souih-devon.org

1 Si< infi' l-',(jui;itinij

^ ̂  VACANCIES AT THE EDINBURGH
R U D O L F S T E I N E R S C H O O L

This well-established, dynamic school, situated
in the leafy suburbs of the beautiful Scottish
capital, is looking for enthusiastic, dedicated
teachers to join our present staff.

• Class One teacher for August 2005
To join our group of excellent experienced class
t e a c h e r s

• Part-time Upper School art teacher for
August 2005
Teaching experience and enthusiasm for
working with teenagers are especially valued

• F u l l - t i m e P E t e a c h e r f o r i m m e d i a t e s t a r t

Knowledge of the Stelner/Waldorf curriculum
and special dynamics would be an advantage

• Part-time Eurythmy teacher for August 2005
To work with the upper and of the Lower School
and the Upper School

• Part-time Learning Support teacher for
August 2005
(see previous text)

Please apply in writing with a current CV to:
The Management Group
Edinburgh Rudolf Steiner School
60 Spylaw Road, Edinburgh EH10 5BR
Tel: 0131 337 3410
Fax: 0131 538 6066
E-mail: management@SteinerWeb.org.uk

Whatever you can do,
or dream you con do,

D O K T . . / '
G o e t h e

YiAiPour (Oiiwfillkta

Telephone: +44(0)1453 840009
Centre for Science and Art, Lonsdown, Stroud, Glos. GL5 1 BB U.K.

Web Page: www.waldorf-college-proiect.org.uk
r I -

Photo by: - Bryde Gordon, Isf Year Student on our Sinai Desert Journey
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MAKING FLOWER CHILDREN
SYBILLE ADOLPH!

Detailed step-by-step instructions and illustrations for making
a range of lively, creative flower children. Many of the figures
are recognisable from Elsa Beskow's popular picture books,
and from Sybille von Olfers' The Story of the Root Children.
Activities are organised by season, making the book ideal for
decorating a nature comer or seasonal table in the home or
c l a s s r o o m .

35 colour photographs
0-88315-483-2 paperback 96 pages £8.99

G O L D I E AT T H E FA R M
MARTHA SANDWALL-BERGSTROM
Illustrated by Eva Stalsjd

At the end of Goldie at the Orphanage, we left Goldie
just as she had been sold to the highest bidder at
auction, a farmer. What would happen to her?
In this much-awaited sequel, Goldie settles into life
on the farm as a maid to the family who live there.
But she longs to go to school like the other children.
Will she get her wish, or remain as a maid?

Age 5-8 0-86315-485-9 hardback 24 pages £8.99

IN THE LAND OF ELVES
DANIELA DRESCHER

The second picture book from Daniela Drescher,
author and illustrator of In the Land of Fairies.
Full-spread watercolour illustrations reveal the secret
world of the elves and their animal companions, in
amongst the tree roots and fields. We see them at
work and play through the seasons.
Age 5-8
0-86315-484-0 hardback 24 pages £6.99

FOR OLDER CHILDREN

THE BOY WITH
THE BRONZE AXE
KATHLEEN F IDLER

'I read this book at the age
of 10. It was my first novel
about prehistoric times
and lead me to buying
many more as I got older.
Great for children with an
interest in archaeology or
history. Five stars'
- amazon.com reader review

Kathleen Fidler's classic story is set in the
ancient Stone Age village of Skara Brae
on Orkney, now a major tourist attraction.
This is a fascinating and vividly portrayed
story of life nearly 3,000 years ago.
Kali and Brockan are in trouble. They
have been using their stone axes to chip
limpets off the rocks, but they've gone
too far out and find themselves trapped
by the tides. Then, an unexpected rescuer
appears, a strange boy in a strange boat,
carrying a strangely sharp axe of a type
they have never seen before...

Age 9-12
0-86315-488-3 paperback 176 pages £4.99

R o n s
Books

w w w. fl o r i s b o o k s . c o . u k

If you have difficulty obtaining these
books from your local bookshop, you can
order d i rec t f rom:

BookSource, 32 Finlas Street,
Glasgow 022 5DU
Tel: 0870-240 2182 Fax: 0141-557 0189
Email: orders@books0urce.net


